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Council To Consider Press Control Bill
Compromise Editorial Board
’PARTAN DAILY Could Remove Daily Editor
By FRANCINE MILLER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
’1’he editors of the Spartan Daily
and other ASB-funded publications
will be held responsible to an editorial advisory board if Student
No. 73 Council passes the compromise bill
reached by representatives Dick
Miner and Ken Shackelford yesterday.
Editors of these publications
could be removed by a two-thirds
majority of the members of the
board, which would be composed of
appointees by the deans of the
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Minority Groups Discussion

City Problems Forum Opens Monday no--h-N
"The Dilemma of the American
City: Racial Problems" is the controversial topic headlining a bevy
of speeches and discussions beginning with an open forum in front
of the cafeteria Monday at 10:30
a.m.

Originally, "The Dilemma of the
American City" was an ASB committee started last fall but it was
later discontinued.
The idea was revived in December and a sub-committee of
the College Union Board was set

up to study it.
Committee member. Mary
Pepys, Bob Kelley and Pete Ellis,
then decided to hold a major conference in the spring to discuss
racial minorities.
The object of the 3-4ay forum

--Photo by Bill Bayley
SIX SJS’ers prepare a giant, multi -colored, oneton, twenty-four foot, fold -out bill board to announce the three-day forum featuring James

Farmer. The activities start Monday with a 10:30
a.m. open forum in front of the Cafeteria.

Open End Forum

Tower List Faces Critics
The Tower List goes before its
critics tonight at 7:30 in Tau Delta
Phi’s Open End Forms in Cafeteria A and B.
This is the first in a series of
forums to he presented this semester by the scholastic honorary
uct, has been subject to much
fraternity.
The List, a Tau Delta Phi prodduct, has been subject to much
criticism by various faculty members since its first appearance on
the SJS campus in spring, 1964.
Representing the faculty faction
are Owen M. Broyles, professor of
economics, Dr. Charles E. Smith,
associate professor of physiology
and advisor to Tau Delta Phi, and
Dr. Robert B. Clarke, associate
professor of psychology.
PROS AND CONS
The participation of Dr. Herman
Shapiro, professor of philosophy, is
still tentative.
According to Roger Allen, chairman of the Open End Forum Committee, Dr. Broyles thinks student

Glenn Ford Flick
Glenn Ford and Maria Schell
take title roles in tonight’s Friday’s fix-k, Cimarron.
Set in Oklahoma between 1889
and 1914, the film tells of the
tumultuos opening of the territory, with the following violence
over land claims.
Accented with an off again, on
again love affair, Cimarron reveals the showy luxury of America
in pre-World War I days.
The Alpha Phi Omega sponsored
film series is open to all SJS students for 35 cents in JC141.
Show time is 6:30 and 9:30 p.m.

evaluation of faculty is a worthwhile idea but criticizes "the way
it’s being done.
Dr. Shapiro, on the other hand,
Is in opposition to the entire idea
of a campus distributed evaluation
list.
STUDENT OPINION
Sitting in for the students are
Dave Ctuidiff, junior mathematics
major and chairman of the Tower
List and Jose Alvarez, junior sociology major.

Gene Lokey, assistant to the
ASB president, will serve as moderator.
Besides sponsoring the Tower
List and Open End Forum, the
Tau Delis financially assist students and faculty with research
and study projects.
The fraternity also contributes
money and manpower to the production and sale of the Tower
Magazine, a publication containing
primarily faculty-written articles.

Is "to educate and inform student
and faculty members of the problem, with special emphasis on
ghetto life and minorities in urban areas," said C. K. Moreland,
ASB information officer.
HOPES TO FIND PROBLEMS
Moreland hopes that within the
three days the forum participants
will "get at the problem and find
out what the problem consists of."
He stressed that the talks would
not center predominately on the
Negro. Discussions on MexicanAmerican and Portuguese will also
be included,
Both conservative and liberal
factions will be represented
throughout the three days.
James Farmer, former CORE
director, and Saul Alinsky, head of
the Industrial Area Foundation in
Chicago, author, and ghetto organizer, will be on hand.

of the college and

Plane Crash
At Tahoe
Kills Senior

Hearst Winner

An SJS aeronautical operations
student was among four persons
killed Tuesday night when a twinengine plane he piloted crashed in
a meadow near South Lake Tahoe.
Leonard Lee Dorn, 22, a senior
from Riverdale, Calif., was reportedly flying two San Jose
couples to South Lake Tahoe when
the accident occurred. Also killed
in the crash were Mrs. Jeannette
Rosendin, 37, of San Jose; Patrick
W. Regan, 44; and his wife, Emily,
about 40, of Saratoga.
Regan, executive vice president
of A. J. Raisch Paving Co., was
one of the original directors of
Spartan Foundation, an SJS booster organization.
SOLE SURVIVOR
Sole survivor of the crash is
Ray Rosendin, 40, a San Jose
electrical contractor. Rosendin lost
both legs in the accident and is
listed in critical condition at Barton Memorial Hospital in Tahoe
Valley.
Funeral services for Dorn will
be today at the People’s Funeral
Chapel in Hanford at 2 p.m. Private burial services will be at Belmont Cemetery in Fresno.
According to first reports released by the EiDorado County
sheriff’s office, one engine of the
11 -fated Aero Commander apparently failed as Dorn approached
South Lake Tahoe Airport, and
Dorn accelerated the other engine.
Officers said the plane apparently
was thrown over on its back. It
fell straight down into some small
bushes in a foot of snow in a meadow 11S miles north of the airport.

A $100 scholarship has been
awarded to Jim Brewer, junior
journalism major, for his threepart series on marijuana usage on
the SJS campus. The article appeared in the Spartan Daily last
month.
Brewer’s sees
ri took ninth place
in the January investigative and/
or interpretative writing competition of the William Randolph
Hearst Foundation’s Journalism
Award Program.
In the over-all school standings,
SJS dropped to second place behind Kansas State University.
Indiana University is third.

CAA TO INVESTIGATE
The crash will be investigated
by the Civil Aeronautics Authority.
Dorn was a pilot for Trans Exec.
Co., a charter service out of San
Jose Municipal Airport. He was
loaned to Rosendin at Rosendin’s
request, a Trans Exec, official
said.
Dorn is survived by his wife,
Gail, 440 Porter St., San Jose; his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
Dorn. Riverdale; his grandparents
and two brothers. Dom’s wife is a
junior occupational therapy major
at SJS.

OTHER SPEAKERS
Other speakers include: Ivanhoe
Donaldson, assistant national director of the Student Non-Violent
Coordinating Committee; Dr. Octavio Romano, a research anthropoligist of behavioral sciences; Dr.
Harold M. Hodges, chairman of
the SJS sociology department;
Patty Newman, member of Orange
County’s Constructive Action; Jessie James, director of Mission Rebels in Action, a youth-labor, selfhelp program in San Francisco’s
Mission District.
Dr. H. H. Brookins, Los Angeles
civil rights leader and director of
the United Civil Rights Organization; San Della Maggiore, chairman, Santa Clara County Board of
Supervisors; and John Antonne, didector of DESTINY, a self-help
youth program in Los Angeles’
Watts ghetto area.

Activist Student Group
Plans Anti-War March
Anti -war activists seeking support for campus "peace activities"
during a nationwide movement in
April said this week that plans
were underway for a San Jose to
San Francisco protest march.
Spokesman for what he termed
"strictly an informal group of people with a common goal," Robert
Cugini, senior philosophy major,
said the local effort was a tie-in
to an international drive to "end
all war."
"The march to San Francisco
is one of the many activities suggested at our first meeting last
week. We’re trying to organize
local activities to publicize and
support Vietnam Week, April
8-15," Cugini said.
"The group, according to Cugini.
formed here in response to organizing efforts of the Student Mobilization Committee, established by
a national student conference in

Chicago last December. The national commitee has called for a
week of "intensive campus antiwar activity, culminating in the
transportation of students and faculty to mass demonstrations scheduled for April 15 in New York
and San Francisco."
Norman Paul, another "unofficial" leader of the local drive,
emphasized the importance of individual participation during the
campaign.
"This movement is open to anyone and everyone who is against
war. We’re not affiliated with any
special group, so no ideological conflicts will arise," he said.
At last week’s meeting a reported 70 students gathered to discuss the protest proposals and
submitted suggestions for local
activities.
An open formation meeting is
scheduled today in JC136 from
2:30-5:20 p.m.

B

MAPPING STRATEGY for this afternoon’s debate on the electric
auto are (standing left to right) SJS teammates Scott Kennedy,
William Huckaby, and Dr. Frank Agardy. Stanford participants
are (seated left to right) Dr. Jim Adams, Ralph Kimball, and
Sandy Roberts. Moderator is Dr. Richard Pefly (far right),

one member of the Student Council chosen by that body.
Also sitting on the board as exofficio members would be two faculty advisers selected by the Academie Council.

POWER TO REVIEW
Although the board would not
decide editorial policy nor serve
as a censor, it would have the
power to review and evaluate the
ASB publications as to truthfulness, responsibility, and accuracy.
In line with this, the bill also
provides that the board requires
there be no promotion of private
Interests contrary to general welfare or partisanship in editorial
comment unless all sides are presented.
"Every individual at SJS almost
without exception is responsible to
someone except the editors," stated
Shackelford. "He has no responsibility except to himself," he added.
"I want to promote freedom of
the press, but I want continuity
and truthfulness," the senior representative asserted, "There is
only one person discerning the
truth now," he said.
SLAP EDITORS’ HANDS
Shackelford, who has repeatedly
blasted the Spartan Daily for lack
of accuracy, said the board would
have the power to "slap the hands
of the editor if he steps blatantly
out of line." He indicated that the
board’s evaluation would not be a
case of prior restraint but would
be punitive in nature.
Basis for the editorial board is

the idea that seven people can
arrive at a more objective view
of a situation than one. "A board
comprised of people with various
interests are more able to judge
and have a more objective mind
than one student or one group of
students with a vested Interest,"
Shackelford argued.
Although graduate representative Dick Miner agreed to the compromise proposals, the chairman of
the Campus Policy Committee was
quick to point out that "in the
society we live in, veracity and
relevancy of the news is judged
by the members of that society."

DAILY CRITICISM
"Creating a board to do this
starts to hedge on the prerogative
of the community as a whole to
judge the news," he stated.
Miner also told the senior representative that the majority of
the criticism now leveled at the
Spartan Daily is not for how the
news is printed, (Shackelford’s
greatest concern) or even for what
the paper prints, but for what the
paper doesn’t print.
"It’s useless to draw up a program for the board if it doesn’t
hit at the source of the complaints," said Miner.
Shackelford agreed to compromise, so the bill also provides
some measure for the responsibility of the board to apprise the
Spartan Daily editor of any news
Items which the paper may have
overlooked.

Diplomats, Educators
To Attend SJS Forum
Creation of a forum for sharing rector of the Office of Research
views between educators and U.S. and Analysis for American Repubdiplomats will be the goal of a lics, Department of State; PhilanForeign Policy Conference for Ed- der P. Claxton, special assistant to
ucators set for tomorrow at &TS. the secretary of state for populaThe conference is designed to tion matters.
give educators an opportunity to
Afternoon workshop sessions will
share views with career diplomats. be led jointly by State DepartMore than 600 educators from ment officials and SJS faculty
throughout northern California will members. Participating from SJS
participate in the conference will be Dr, James E. Watson, assosponsored by 5.15 in cooperation ciate professor of political science;
with the State Department.
Dr. Lela A. Garner, assistant proThe all-day conference, which fessor of political science; Dr. Embegins at 9 a.m. in Concert Hall. bert Hendrickson, associate prowill feature presentations by the fessor of history; Dr. Jack W.
diplomats on their views of cur- Sutherland, associate professor of
rent world situations, workshop secondary education; Dr. Gerald
sessions in the afternoon, and a E. Wheeler, professor of history;
major address by Ambassador Dr. Harris Martin, associate proGeorge V. Allen, director of the fessor of history; Dr. Peter M.
Foreign Service Institute.
Buzanski, associate professor of
Other speakers include the fol- history; Dr. Billie Jensen, associlowing State Department officials: ate professor of history; H. Kent
Charles Frankel, assistant secre- Schellenger, assistant professor of
tary of state for educational and political science; Dr. Fauneil Rhin
cultural affairs; Walter J. Stoessel associate professor of political
Jr., Deputy assistant secretary of science; Dr. Glenn G. Morgan, asstate for European affairs and socate professor of political sciformer deputy chief of mission, ence, and Wallace W. Berry, inMoscow; Gregory B. Wolfe, di- structor in political science.

Electric Car Show
Opens Here Today
A National Symposium on the
Electric Automobile will explore
the history, development and potential of electric transportation
at SJS today and tomorrow, in
the first symposium of its kind.
It will begin at 9:30 this morning
in E132.
The event, co-sponsored by the
Santa Clara Valley Engineers’
Council and the SJS School of Engineering, will also examine the
need for a change from the common internal combustion engine
and the technological, economic
and sociological impact of such a
change.
Highlighting today’s session will
be a debate-discussion at 2 p.m.
in Morris Dailey Auditorium on
"Four on the Floor vs. the Rheostat, or Problems in Developing
the Electric Auto by 1975." The
SJS School of Engineering will
present the affirmative side and
the Stanford University School of
Engineering will argue the negative position.
SJS will be represented by Dr.
Frank Agardy. associate professor
of sanitary engineering; William
liuckaby, SJS senior mechanical
engineering major; and Scott Kennedy, Willow Glen High School

senior and student body president.
Moderator for the event will be
Santa Clara University professor
Richard Pefly, head of the Mechanical Engineering Department.
Participants on the Stanford
team are Dr. Jim Adams, associate
professor of mechanical design;
Ralph Kimball, senior electrical
engineering major; and Miss Sandy
Roberts, "Miss Teenage America"
and Samuel Ayer High School
senior.
One of the prime motives for
the adoption of electric automobiles is the increasing problem
of air pollution, according to Hugh
C. Ross, chairman of the event
and president of Ross Engineering
Corp. This topic will be discussed
by George J. Taylor, assistant
chief, California State Bureau of
Air Sanitation, in his lecture, "Motor Vehicle Pollution and Prospects for Control."
During the two-day symposium.
both day sessions begin at 9:30
a.m. and end at 5 p.m. The symposium concludes tomorrow night
with a banquet and an address by
Dr. Tom Suvor, president of Dyne Volt Corp., Sacramento, on "Electric Automobile - - New Engineering Breakthrough."
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By JIM BREWER
IMAGES
All leaders present images; Julius Caesar, standing on a hill overlooking a
battlefield, sword in one hand, shield in
the other.
I can see it now; Governor Reagan,
welcoming Dr. Gilbaugh and Isis 100 pro-

Advertising Manager .... Jack Groban

Editorial

tuition signatures, arms outstretched, red
pencil in one hand, eyebrow pencil in the

Servant or Spokesman?

other.
*

*

*

IS HE KIDDING?
Anytime a newspaper is financially
dependent upon the good will of a

any ties, in the area of policy or finance, with the ASB?

political organization. the content of
the paper will mirror, in varying degrees. the bia,es of that body. The
Spartan Daily receies approximately

3. Is the staff of the Daily an irresponsible group which must be controlled through a politically oriented
and elected body?

year

4. Is there some way in which the

B. The remainder

Daily could he made responsible di-

is financed by ads ertising,. It doesn’t
pay for the Daily to make enemies
aiming top ASH officials, in other

pendent upon the policies of a partic-

$30.000

of

i

7100.000

budget Irons the \

per

rectly to the students, rather than deular ASH administration?
5.

words.
Journalism is a profession which
stresses responsibility to the public,
ohjectil it. honesty, and fairness to
all. The ideal journalist relies more
on his heart and conscience than his
pocketbook or his chances for personal gain. The staff of the Daily is
sible to the SJS academic comresj
munity. not to a special! interest group,
which may or may not represent the
total campus interest.
The Daily is presently set up as
the college piper. The ASB subsidizes
the piper. and. quite naturally, wants
to call the tune. Numerous attempts
have been made in the past to establish
direct control by the ASB over Spartan
Daily editorial policy.
The compromise Editorial Advisory
Board bill. %% hid’ will come before
Student Council

Wednesday,

would

framework for another ASH
group w hid could influence Daily
policies. It would have the power,
among others. to remove the editor,
strictly on its 11%in iii it iat Re.
set up the

Such a proposal brings up a number of logical questions:
1. Can the Daily best serve the interests of the campus by having its
editorial

lee isis ins

lirectly influenced

by an agency of the ASH?
2. Indeed, should the Daily have
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Remember Robert Kelley, the Negro
freshman who rose into the ASB political
picture by calling upon all prominent
campus Negroes to strike in protest against
alleged racial discrimination on the part
of the president?
Now Ise says he has formed an organization in support of state college tuition. Htt
describes his group as dormant. He says it
will sponsor a candidate for the ASB
presidency.
* * *

Is

the

newspaper’s

role

as

a

watchdog of government applicable on

THAT AGAIN?
It was reported that the U.S. flew nearly
50 missions over North Viet Nam last
weekend and lost only one aircraft . . .
Must be the inferior quality of Soviet
HOW’S

a college campus, as well as outside it?
You decide.

"Just in case, how far is it to Formosa ... ?"

J.T.

Thrust and Parry

war materials.
*

Reagan’s Student Finances View Rapped
’Students Not Oblivious
To Economic Pressures’
Editor:
For the past four years, as part of my job
as a counselor in the Student Personnel
Office, I have been a member of the Financial
Aids Committee which administers the programs designed to help students experiencing
financial problems related to school.
In this capacity, I have spent considerable
time talking to students about the "money"
side of college. Thus, I am constantly being
made aware of that portion of the student
population which seems to go unnoticed or
Ignored by those in our so-called affluent
society who assume that college students as
a group are well-heeled, parentally overindulged and oblivious to the economic pressures and realities of adult life.
I wish those who believe that "any undergrad who can’t came up with 20-30 tuition
bucks per month . . . can’t possibly want to
go to college very badly" could sit in my chair
for a while. For literally hundreds of students,
every extra dollar demanded is crucial in
terms of his ability just to survive and stay
in school let alone
have time and opportunity to experience some of the more subtle
pleasures and satisfactions presumably provided by a college setting. Literally, a hamburger and beans diet is the rule, not the
exception, for these students.
Statistically, it is established that over
25 per cent of our students actually have to
seek some form of financial aid from our
office during the school year. Most of these
students come from families where the income
is less than $6,000 per year. Over two-thirds
of our students must work, full or part time,
in order to survive, One-third of our students
are married and have families to support the
best way they can. To all these kinds of
students, finding "an extra 20-30 bucks a
month" would be close to impossible.
I submit that these earnest, hard-working,
high motivated and qualified students should
be encouraged in their struggles to achieve
an education, not discouraged by the prospect

"communication gap" is the type of problem
which governmental leaders are expected to
be able to recognize and with which democratic governments are expected to cope.
I sincerely hope that our governor soon
learns how to apply reason to the sources of
social problems instead of merely applying
rhetoric to their symptoms.

i.e. increased
of greater economic demand
tuition and fees. We need more of them, not
less, for they represent a valuable segment of
society. They pay a high price already for
the education they so desperately want. It
is not a matter of "giving" them a free education, but rather minimizing insofar as
possible the cost, so that their chances of
successful fulfillment of their college effort
can be realized.
Is it a sin to belong to the lower income
groups for which punishment
in the form
of regressive taxation (high tuition) must
be levied?
Orpha M. Quarlros
Personnel Counselor

G. Wayne Peak
A12343

Fictional Agent Reports
’He Seeks $51.50 Worth’
Editor:

Writer Accuses Reagan
Of ’Communication Gap’
Editor:
The demonstration attending Vice President
Humphrey’s recent visit to the Stanford University campus has precipitated a statement
by Governor Reagan which indicates his lack
of analytical ability or at best his hesitancy
to use it.
I refer to the governor’s statement of Feb.
21 in which he "deplored" the demonstration
as a"disgrace" and as an indication of the
tendency to "demonstrate first and hopefully
reason later." To fortify his position, Mr.
Reagan cited Samuel Gompers to the effect
that laborers (read citizens) only strike (read
demonstrate ) when effective negotiation ( read
communication) with management (read established authority) fails.
Gompers’ statement has merit and is applicable to the events at Stanford: however, Mr.
Reagan failed to grasp that its significance
lies not in condemning the events, but in
explaining them. The fact is that those who
demonstrate do so because they feel they have
no other effective means of communication
with established authority or with society at
large.
It is the function of government in a democratic society to promote the best interest of
that society. How can it do so if governmental
leaders are unaware of the character of society and the nature of its problems? A

This is a semi-secret report to Gen. Low
Key, fictional Commander in Chief of ASB’s
non-existent division of the CIA.
Chief: This was intended to be "for your
eyes only," however, realizing that anything
said to you on the QT eventually leaks out,
I chose to submit my report through the
Daily.
About the activities and intentions of SJS
student Jeff Mullins (whose trustfulness you
seem to frequently question) I have observed
the following. You may rest at ease.
His intentions are neutral. He is just another student possessing a keen interest in
the college, Seventh Street and ASB government. He merely seeks the $51.50 worth
of formal and informal education this campus
offers. He is suspicious, though, of individuals
who scurry about in slightly tarnished armor
whispering into presidential ears. (You have
nothing to fret about Chief Low Key, as your
armor was polished just recently.)
In reference to your concern whether or
not he supports that "Negro revolutionist"
on campus, Bob Kelley’s stand for tuition,
he does not! He and Kelley are friends
and in his own words . . . "Just because a
friend of mine is suffering from temporary
’mental unbalance’ by supporting Governor
Reagan’s tuition plan this doesn’t mean I am
going to desert him."

*

*

THE WHITE HAT?
Did you read in the Chronicle last Tuesday that two Viet Cong were captured by
GIs near Bong Son, questioned and, while
defenseless, one was cracked in the face
with a rifle butt?
The bloody photo included with the
story makes me think of a friend of mine
who happened to participate in a "game
of war" I stick rifles and all) with several
friends while at a keg party. Ile said his
side was the U.S. Marines and the other
was the good guys.
WHO WEARS

* * *
SWINGS AND SLIDES
"A cat named Buddha," a man who’s
been around California’s hippy scene
since before they were called hippies,
says he’s going to initiate the next step
in "rock" dances. Along with big band
names and light shows, he says he wants
to bring modeling clay, swings, slides,
see-saws, and even trees into the dancing
area.
He thinks people need more lo do while
they attend these fonetions.
hrstand the authorities are in favor
I
of the project.
Think he’s kidding? . . . go to the
Santa Venitia Armory in Mann County

this weekend and find out.

Notable Quotes
George Lincoln Rockwell, American Nazi
party head, explaining his hiring a fund
raiser to boost the party treasury:
I’m tired of being an idealist, I’m going
to try the successful business techniques of
Billy James Hargis, Robert Welch and people

Respectfully submitted,
Agent M.
Jeff Mullins
A5122

like that.
Cassius Clay:
"An astronaut is in a world by himself,
teaching himself, breaking his own records,
seeing things no one else sees. Like an astronaut, I’m in a world of my own."

eh,

Before or After Skiing,

For a Wail of a Time
Come to

Get Your "Kicks" ...

JONAH’S WAIL

with a pair of girl -pleasing
rough -outs. Sturdy and

rugged, yet right in style
for casual slates. Cool with
a pair of jeans. Join the

students who gel their
-kirks" at Workingman’s
Store.
Men’s rough -outs
$23.99

Ladies’ roughouts
$21.99
"WESTERN OUTFITTER FOR MEN AND WOMEN"

WORKINGMAN’S STORE
218 W. Santa Clara St.
Downtown San Jose

Where the unusual happens
every Thursday. Friday. and
Saturday night, 7 p.m. to 1 a.m.:
Folk Groups
Jazz Combos
Dramatic productions
Speakers
Classical entertainment
Exhibits
Poetry Readings

YOU’RE DIFFERENT

(you can
help us probe the nature of matter, find a star, or better
understand life processes.

WE’RE DIFFERENT TOO
... because we are

prov ding products and services that will
help man to better understand and control his environment.
If you’re an engineering or science student with an interest
in analytical instrumentation, radiation equipment, vacuum
systems, or tubes and related microwave components, let’s
talk about your future. It might make a big difference to both
of us. Your Placement Office has all the details.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

JONAH’S WAIL
10th & San Carlos
Across from Men’s Dorms

For Auditions and Information
Cal/ 298-0204

fivarian
polo alto californie

When You Must Keep Alert
When you can’t afford to be drowsy,
Inattentive, or anything less than all
there. .. here’s how to stay on top.
VERV Continuous Action Alertness
Capsules deliver the awakeness of
two cups of coffee, stretched out
up to six hours. Safe
and non -habit-forming.
’WRY

February 27, 1967
An Equal 013eOttunIty Employer

Continuous Action
Alertness Capsules
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’Sparta Life ’ SJS Chess Team Meets IBM
Ad Director
Tells Plans

Biology Profs Burn Sequoias
Its BAIA
ANDERsoN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

used in control of other types 01
I Plant life. but this is the first
"What- You want to set fire to ! time it has ever been used for
part of a nat ional park!" ex- the benefit of the sequoias, according to Harvey.
claimed a park ranger.
This is exactly what three SJS
biology professors, Dr. Richard J.
Hartesveldt, Dr. It. Thomas Har%ey, anti Di. Howard S. Shellhammet’, h % e done in a research
project for U.S. National Park
Service over the past two years.
The three SJS biologists drew
two main conclusions from their
prescription burning la controlled
forest forest which is allowed to
burn out naturally 1.
First the sequoias cannot reproduce successfully without occassional forest fires to remove dead
debris on the ground and competing plant life.
CONCLUSIONS DILVAN
Second, the fire hazard is actually increasing due to the successful prevention of forest fires
in recent years.
While the project is not yet
completed, it is already successful.
In one plot of ground in Redwood
Mountain Grove in Kings Canyon
National Park, over 2,000 young
seedlings germinated during the
spring following the prescription
burning. Before the burning, few if
any seedlings were germinated.
Only 30 per cent of these seedlings
survived the summer. ’rhe summer
was one of the Myest in park history, which probably accounted for
90 per cent of the seedlings, Hartesveldt and Harvey remarked.
Shellhammer was involved in
studying the small mammal and
bird life in the project.

THREE-FOLD REASON
"The reason for doing this is
three-fold." Harvey commented.
"First, we want to understand the
relationship of fire to the Giant
Sequoias so it can be interpreted
to people who visit the national
forests. Next, we want to reduce
the fire hazard. The fire hazard
Is increasing because of the good
fire prevention of recent years.
Since there have been few fires,
there is much debris on the
giound. This debris along with the
smaller plant life and shrubs is
extremely flammabl e. Finally
we want to devise a management
technique that will allow us to
accomplish the first two objectives
economically.
Hartesveldt has worked as a
park naturalist since 1950. He explained how he became interested
in the sequoias, "When I decided
to get my Ph.D., I knew I would
have to have a tremendous interest in my project and that it
would have to benefit the park
service in some way. I did my
doctoral dissertation on the effects of heavy tourist ti avel on
the Giant Sequoias."

FIRE USED AS TOOL
"If it seems contrary to current
feelings that fire should be used
as a management tool in our renowned sequoia groves let the
reader first consider that the giant
sequoia is well equipped for fire
survival, and that wildfire has been
a natural environmental factor
throughout the evolution of the
species. In fact, it could not have
evolved or survived as it has without frequent fires," Hartesveldt
stated in an article in Natural History magazine.
Four plots were burned between
October 1964 and October 1966 in
Kings Canyon National Park. A
total of 18 acres were burned.
Prescription burning has been

HUMAN IMPACT EFFECTS
"I found the effects of human
Impact were not as serious as
many people had thought them to
be. It was during these human
impact studies that I discovered
the germination problem of the
Giant Sequoias.
When the National Park Service wanted a study of the effects
of various forest management
techniques and animal coactions on
Giant Sequoia reproduction, Harvey and Shellhammer also began
working on the project.
The information collected is still
being studied. It is a tedious job
to measure the width of thousands
of growth rings on cross-sectional
corestaken out of the tree with an
increment bore. Once measured all
data collected must be graphed,
then interpreted.
Hartesveldt and Harvey feel that
the species is not seriously threat ened in the near future, but that
the careful use of fire and cut ting are a realistic approach to
maintaining the sequoias.

GruTet Walther, advertising director of Sparta
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jA-MES MASON ALAN BATES LYNN REDGRAVE
16th SMASH
WEEK
* TWO GOLDEN GLOBE AWARDS ... BEST DRAMATIC
ACTRESS and BEST FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILM ... and
NOW NOMINATED FOR 4 ACADEMY AWARDS ... BEST
Actress ANOUK AIMEE. BEST Foreign Film. BEST Story.
Screenplay, BEST Direction ...
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WHAT? YOU HAVEN’T SEEN "A MAN AND A WOMAN" ONCE?
WOULD YOU BELIEVE ONE OF OUR PATRONS HAS SEEN IT 9 TIMES?
COME SEE WHY FOR YOURSELF! ! YOU TOO WILL BE A BELIEVER!
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PLOT GROWTH RATE OF SEQUOIAS Graphing the growth
rate of a giant sequoia is Dr. Richard Hartesveldt while Dr. H.
Thomas Harvey looks on. The stick of wood contains cores taken
with an increment bore. The results indicate the effect of forest
fires on the growth rate of the sequoias.

last semester.
"Our

stuff

members

ex-

are

ceptionally enthusiastic this semester. We want to give SJS a top
quality feature magazine," Walther
stated.
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218 Willow Sit.
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6 Nights a Week
A grills rariely of cnIcrtainmew, along with g I Italian
dinners, awaits you at Ricardd.s.
Thursday and Friday nights PIperience "Flowers." the new exciting Rock group. On If Misesday and Saturday. it’s Rich and
Bill with lively folk music.
Pleasant jazz sounds are yours
each Monday. And on Sunday
nights. Ricardo’s presents Inch,
Tom’s Committee with the Talent Showcase. where new groups
are introduced each week.
Open Daily at 4 p.m.
Entertainment
Starts at 9 p.m.

AT YOUR SERVICE

TEMCO COIN WASH
1 I th & EAST SAN CARLOS ST.

Northern California’s Most Complete Self-Service Laundry Featuring:

1. 43 Washers
22 General Electric’ 12 lb. capacity 25c
10 Speed, 8 lb. capacity, 20c
1 Big Boy, 25 lb. capacity, 50c

2. 20 Dryers
14 Huebsch, 4 washer load capacity
6 Loadstar, 2 washer load capacity

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT-9th WEEK

(114 is Georgy.
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Although computer chess play -from the entire San Francisco
ing is somewhere in the future. I Bay Area.
Larry Wilson Wei Peter Weinthe SJS Chess Club may be getting I
closer to it now. They meet the ct.11uar)h, iepresenti ng the SJS chess
placed eighth in the At U
Players from a team representing California State chess champion IBM on Wednesday, March 1.
ships held last weekend at Ur’
The SJS chances for victory Santa Barbara.
The 1964-65 5.15 team was ruled
are considered high in the ranks
of the Peninsula League because lIneligible to participate because
they took second place in last . their point rating was above the
year’s elimination.
pePoitnittorslevel allowed college corn The league represents teams

May 15.

522 S. Bascom
295-7238
San Jose

* LYNN REDGRAVE ... "Best Actress" NY Film Critics
Best Comedy Actress Golden Globe Awards and . . .
NOW NOMINATED FOR 4 ACADEMY AWARDS ... BEST
Actress, Song, Cinematography and Best Supporting
Actor ... James Mason.

has
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nounced the campus feature magazine’s spring issue will go on sale
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By JIM BREWER
IMAGES
All leaders present images; Julius Caesar, standing on a hill overlooking a
battlefield, sword its one hand, shield in
the other.
I can see it now: Governor Reagan,
welcoming Dr. Gilbaugh and his 100 protuition signatures, arms outstretched, red
pencil in one hand, eyebrow pencil in the

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Jerry Townsend

Editor

Advertising Manager
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Servant or Spokesman?
Anytime a newspaper is financially
dependent upon the good will of a
political organization. the content of
the paper will mirror, in varying degrees. the biases of that body. The
Spartan Daily revels es approximately
$30.000 of its $100.000 per year
budget from the ASH. The remainder
is financed by ads ertising. It doesn’t
pay for the Daily to make enemies
among top ASB officials, in other
words.
Journalism is a profession which
stress-es respiinsibility to the public,
objectivity. honesty, and fairness to
all. The ideal journalist relies more
on his heart and conscience than his
pocketbook or his chances for personal gain. The staff of the Daily is
responsible to the SJS academic community. not to a special interest group,

which may or may not represent the
total campus interest.
The Daily is presently set up as
the college piper. The ASB subsidizes
the piper. and. quite naturally, wants
to call the tune. Numerous attempts
have been made in the past to establish
direct control by the ASB over Spartan
Daily editorial policy.
The compromise Editorial Advisory
Board bill. which will come before
Student Council Wednesday, would
set up the framework for another ASH
group which could influence Daily
policies. It would have the power,
among others, to remove the editor,
strictly on it, own initialise.
Such a proposal brings up a number of logical questions:
1. Can the Daily best serve the interests of the campus by having its
editorial decisions directly influenced
by an agency of the ASH?
2. Indeed, should the Daily have

RTAN DAILY

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
Second class postage paid at San Jose, California.
Member California Newspaper Publishers Association
and Audit Bureau of Circulations. Published daily by
students of San Jose State College, except Saturday
and Sunday, during college year. Subscription accepted only on a reinainder-of-semester basis. Full academic year. $9; each semester, $4.50. Off-campus
price per copy. 10 cents. National advertising representative: National Educational Advertising Service.,
Inc., 18 E. 50th St., N.Y.C. Phone 294-6414 Editorial
Ext. 2383, 2384, 2385, 2386. Advertising Ext. 2091,
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other.
* * *
derfi.J441:)4’r

any ties, in the area of policy or finance, with the ASH?
3. Is the staff of the Daily an irresponsible group which must be controlled through a politically oriented
and elected body?
4. Is there some way in which the
Daily could be made responsible directly to the students. rather than dependent upon the policies of a particular ASB administration?
5. Is the newspaper’s role as a
watchdog of government applicable on
a college campus, as well as outside it?
You decide.
J.T.

IS HE KIDDING?
Remember Robert Kelley, the Negro
freshman who rose into the ASB political
picture by calling upon all prominent
campus Negroes to strike in protest against
alleged racial discrimination on the part
of the president?
Now he says he has formed an organization in support of state college tuition. He
describes his group as dormant. He says it
will sponsor a candidate for the ASB
presidency.
* * *

_
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HOW’S THAT AGAIN?
It was reported that the U.S. flew nearly
50 missions over North Viet Nam last
weekend and lost only one aircraft . . .
Must be the inferior quality of Soviet
war materials.
* * *

"Just in case, how far is it to Formosa ... ?"

Thrust and Parry

Reagan’s Student Finances View Rapped
i.e. increased
of greater economic demand
tuition and fees. We need more of them, not
less, for they represent a valuable segment of
society. They pay a high price already for
the education they so desperately want. It
is not a matter of "giving" them a free education, but rather minimizing insofar as
possible the cost, so that their chances of
successful fulfillment of their college effort
can be realized.
Is it a sin to belong to the lower income
groups for which punishment
in the form
of regressive taxation (high tuition) must
be levied?
Orpha M. Quadron
Personnel Counselor

’Students Not Oblivious
To Economic Pressures’
Editor:
For the past four years, as part of my job
as a counselor in the Student Personnel
Office, I have been a member of the Financial
Aids Committee which administers the programs designed to help students experiencing
financial problems related to school.
In this capacity, I have spent considerable
time talking to students about the "money"
side of college. Thus, I am constantly being
made aware of that portion of the student
population which seems to go unnoticed or
ignored by those in our so-called affluent
society who assume that college students as
a group are well-heeled, parentally overindulged and oblivious to the economic pressures and realities of adult life.
I wish those who believe that "any undergrad who can’t came up with 20-30 tuition
bucks per month . . . can’t possibly want to
go to college very badly" could sit in my chair
for a while. For literally hundreds of students,
every extra dollar demanded is crucial in
terms of his ability just to survive and stay
in school let alone have time and opportunity to experience some of the more subtle
pleasures and satisfactions presumably provided by a college setting. Literally, a hamburger and beans diet is the rule, not the
exception, for these students.
Statistically, it is established that over
25 per cent of our students actually have to
seek some form of financial aid from our
office during the school year. Most of these
students come from families where the income
is less than $6,000 per year. Over two-thirds
of our students must work, full or part time,
in order to survive. One-third of our students
are married and have families to support the
best way they can. To all these kinds of
students, finding "an extra 20-30 bucks a
month" would be close to impossible.
I submit that these earnest, hard-working,
high motivated and qualified students should
be encouraged in their struggles to achieve
an education, not discouraged by the prospect

Editor:
The demonstration attending Vice President
Humphrey’s recent visit to the Stanford University campus has precipitated a statement
by Governor Reagan which indicates his lack
of analytical ability or at best his hesitancy
to use it.
I refer to the governor’s statement of Feb.
21 in which he "deplored" the demonstration
as a"disgrace" and as an indication of the
tendency to "demonstrate first and hopefully
reason later." To fortify his position, Mr.
Reagan cited Samuel Gompers to the effect
that laborers (read citizens) only strike (read
demonstrate) when effective negotiation (read
communication) with management (read established authority) fails.
Gompers’ statement has merit and is applicable to the events at Stanford: however, Mr.
Reagan failed to grasp that its significance
lies not in condemning the events, but in
explaining them. The fact is that those who
demonstrate do so because they feel they have
no other effective means of communication
with established authority or with society at
large.
It is the function of government in a democratic society to promote the best interest of
that society. How can it do so if governmental
leaders are unaware of the character of society and the nature of its problems? A

Come to

JONAH’S WAIL

witha pair of girl -pleasing
rough -outs. Sturdy and
rugged, yet right in style
for casual dates. Cool with
a pair Of jeans. Join the
students who gel their
"kicks" at Workingman’s
Store.

Where the unusual happens
every Thursday. Friday, and
Saturday night, 7 p.m. to 1 a.m.:
Folk

Groups

Jazz

Combos

Dramatic
Nlen’s rough -out.
3.99

Ladies’ roughou(s
$21.99

"WESTERN OUTFITTER FOR MEN AND WOMEN"

WORKINGMAN’S STORE

"communication gap" is the type of problem
which governmental leaders are expected to
be able to recognize and with which democratic governments are expected to cope.
I sincerely hope that our governor soon
learns how to apply reason to the sources of
social problems instead of merely applying
rhetoric to their symptoms.
G. Wayne Peak
A12345

Fictional Agent Reports
’He Seeks $51.50 Worth’

WHO WEARS THE WHITE HAT?
Did you read in the Chronicle last Tuesday that two Viet Cong were captured by
GIs near Bong Son, questioned and, while
defenseless, one was cracked in the face
with a rifle butt?
The bloody photo included with the
story makes me think of a friend of mine
who happened to participate in a "game
of war" (stick rifles and all) with several
friends while at a keg party, lie said his
side was the U.S. Marines and the other
was the good guys.

Editor:

Writer Accuses Reagan
Of ’Communication Gap’

For a Wail of a Time

Before or After Skiing,
Get Your "Kicks" . . .

218 W. Santa Clara St.
Downtown San Jose

’

productions

Speakers
Classical entertainment
Exhibits

This is a semi-secret report to Gen. Low
Key, fictional Commander in Chief of ASB’s
non-existent division of the CIA.
Chief: This was intended to be "for your
eyes only," however, realizing that anything
said to you on the QT eventually leaks out,
I chose to submit my report through the
Daily.
About the activities and intentions of SJS
student Jeff Mullins (whose trustfulness you
seem to frequently question) I have observed
the following. You may rest at ease.
His intentions are neutral. He is just another student possessing a keen interest in
the college, Seventh Street and ASB government. He merely seeks the $51.50 worth
of formal and informal education this campus
offers. He is suspicious, though, of individuals
who scurry about in slightly tarnished armor
whispering into presidential ears. (You have
nothing to fret about Chief Low Key, as your
armor was polished just recently.)
In reference to your concern whether or
not he supports that "Negro revolutionist"
on campus, Bob Kelley’s stand for tuition,
he does not! He and Kelley are friends
and in his own words . . . "Just because a
friend of mine is suffering from temporary
’mental unbalance’ by supporting Governor
Reagan’s tuition plan this doesn’t mean I am
going to desert him."

*

George Lincoln Rockwell, American Nazi
party head, explaining his hiring a fund
raiser to boost the party treasury:
I’m tired of being an idealist. I’m going
to try the successful business techniques of
Billy James Hargis, Robert Welch and people
like that.

Jeff 51untna
A5122

Cassius Clay:
"An astronaut is in a world by himself,
teaching himself, breaking his own records,
seeing things no one else sees. Like an astronaut, IM in a world of my own."

YOU’RE DIFFERENT

. . if yuu can
help us probe the nature of matter, find a star, or better
understand life processes.

WE’RE DIFFERENT TOO

... because we are prov ding products and services that will
help man to better understand and control his environment.
If you’re an sngineering or science student with an interest
in analytical irstrumentation, radiation equipment, vacuum
systems, or tubes and related microwave components, let’s
talk about your future. It might make a big difference to both
of us. Your Placement Office has all the details.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

JONAH’S WAIL
For Auditions and Information
Call 298-0204

*

Notable Quotes

Respectfully submitted,
Agent M.

Poetry Readings

10th & San Carlos
Across from Men’s Dorms

*

SWINGS AND SLIDES
"A eat named Buddha," a man who’s
beets around California’s hippy scene
since before they were called hippies,
says he’s going to initiate the next step
in "rock" dances. Along wills big band
names and light shows, lw says he wants
to bring modeling clay, swings, slides,
see-saws, and even trees into the dancing
area.
He thinks people need more to do while
they attend these functions.
I understand the authorities are in favor
of the project.
Think he’s kidding? . . . go to the
Santa Venitia Armory in Mann County
this weekend and find out.

When You Must Keep Alert
When you can’t afford to be drowsy,
Inattentive, or anything less than all
there. . here’s how to stay on top.
VERV Continuous Action Alertness
Capsules deliver the awakeness of
two cups of coffee, stretched out
up to six hours. Safe
and non-habit-forming.
’14XV

February 27, 1967
Varian
palo altoicalifornia

An Equal Opportunity ErnPloYer

Continuous Action
Alertness Capsules

Sparta Life SJS Chess Team Meets IBM
Ad Director
Tells Plans

Biology Profs Burn Sequoias
tl.
types 01
toed in control ut
dant life. but this is the first
’’What You want to set fire to time it has ever been used for
part of a nat total park!" ex- the benefit of the sequoias, according to Harvey.
claimed a park ranger.
’rhis is exactly what three SJS
THREE-FOLD REASON
biology professors, Dr. Richard J.
"The reason for doing this is
Hartesveldt, Dr. H. Thomas Her- three-fold," Harvey commented.
\ ey. and Di. Howard S. Shellham- "First, we want to understand the
mer, have done in a research relationship of fire to the Giant
project for U.S. National Park Sequoias so it can be interpreted
Service over the past t wo years.
to people who visit the national
The three SJS biologists drew forests. Next, we want to reduce
Iwo main conclusions from their the fire hazard. The fire hazard
prescription burning a controlled is increasing because of the good
forest forest which is allowed to fire prevention of recent years.
Since there have been few fires,
burn out naturally’.
there is much debris on the
First the sequoias cannot reproground. This debris along with the
duce successfully without occassmaller plant life anti shrubs is
sional forest fires to remove dead
extremely flammabl e. Finally
debris on the ground and cornwe want to devise a management
opting plant life.
technique that will allow us to
CONCLUSIONS DRAWN
accomplish the first two objectives
Second, the fire hazard is ac- economically.
tually increasing due to the sucHartesveldt has worked as a
cessful prevention of forest fires park naturalist since 1950. Ile exin recent yea’s.
plained how he became interested
While the project is not yet In the sequoias, "When I decided
completed, it is already successful. to get my ph.D.. I knew I would
In one plot of ground in Redwood have to have a tremendous inMountain Grove in Kings Canyon terest in my project and that it
National Park, over 2,000 young would have to benefit the park
seedlings germinated during the service in some way. I did my
spring following the prescription doctoral dissertation on the efburning. Before the burning, few if fects of heavy tourist travel on
any seedlings were germinated. the Giant Sequoias."
Only 30 per vent of these seedlings
HUMAN IMPACT EFFECTS
survived the summer. The summer
"I found the effects of human
was one of the Myest in park his- impact were not as serious as
tory, which probably accounted for many people had thought them to
90 per cent of the seedlings, Har- be. It was during these human
tesveldt and Harvey remarked.
impact studies that I discovered
Shellhammer was involved in the germination problem of the
studying the small mammal and Giant Sequoias.
bird life in the project.
When the National Park ServFIRE USED AS TOOL
"If it seems contrary to current
feelings that fire should be used
as a management tool in our renowned sequoia groves let the
reader first consider that the giant
sequoia is well equipped for fire
survival, and that wildfire has been
a natural environmental factor
throughout the evolution of the
species. In fact, it could not have
evolved or survived as it has without frequent fires," Hartesveldt
stated in an article in Natural History magazine.
Four plots were burned between
October 1964 and October 1966 in
Kings Canyon National Park. A
total of 18 acres were burned.
Prescription burning has been

ice wanted a study of the effects
of various forest management
techniques and animal coactlons on
Giant Sequoia reproduction, Harvey and Shellhammer also began
working on the project.
The information collected is still
being studied. It is a tedious job
to measure the width of thousands
of growth rings on cross-sectional
corestaken out of the tree with an
increment bore. Once measured all
data collected must be graphed,
then interpreted.
Hartesveldt and Harvey feel that
the species is not seriously threatened in the near future, but that
the careful use of fire and cutting are a realistic approach to
maintaining the sequoias.

Garret Walther, advertising director
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PLOT GROWTH RATE OF SEQUOIAS Graphing the growth
rate of a giant sequoia is Dr. Richard Hartesveldt while Dr. H.
Thomas Harvey looks on. The stick of wood contains cores taken
with an increment bore. The results indicate the effect of forest

ceptionally enthusiastic this semester. We want to give SJS a top

fires on the growth rate of the sequoias.
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Soft Water Gives whiter wash, requires less soap
Dollar Bill changer & 4 Coin Changers
Customer Parking on 11th St.
Open 24 Hours Each Day
Spacious Study AreaTelephone Booths Hair Dryers
Candy, Cigarettes, Coffee, Hot Chocolate, Newspaper
Stands
And Under The Same Roof:
Dan’s Snack Bar
Norge Coin Operated Dry Cleaning
Custom Cleaners

Individual Cleaning & Pressing

-
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Fierce Battles
In Relays Set
For Tomorrow

Meet USF Tomorrow

One-Man Show Kills Basketballers

By -JIM STUEET
Spartan Da
Sports Editor

At times a team can hold the
league’s leading scorer at bay. But
holding that scorer the entire
gime is something else. This was
the ease last night when the
Spartans dropped a heart -breaking
75-74 defeat to Santa Clara in
Civic Auditorium.
The Spartans \\In attempt to re-

bound against the University of
San Francisco Dons tomorrow
night in (’Mc as they search for
their third league win.
Mike Gervasoni,
the deadly
shooting guard of the Broncos,
was held to only six points in the
first half of last night’s game by
the pressing defense of guards Rick
Carpenter and Tim Holman. But
he went on a rampage in the last

Oder, aril

SUNDAY
FEBRUARY 26

and cirary

8 p.m.

San Jose Civic Auditorium
Adm: $2.75, 3.75, 4.75
Tickets: S.J. Box Office
40 West San Carlos
CY 5-0888
FRI. FEB. 24--8:30 p.m.
Masonic Auditorium, S.F.
Tickets: Downtown Center B.O.
325 Meson St.
PR 5-2021

SaI. FEB. 25-8:30 p.m.
Berkerey Community Theater
Ticiets: Sherman/Clay B.O.
2135 Broadway, Oal
HI 4-8575

half, scoring 11 of 16 shots lifting
Santa Clat a from a nine-point
deficit at halftime to the win,
A Gervasoni jump shot with only
2:57 remaining put the Broncos
into a lead they never relinquished. The Spartans, paced by
the all-out effort of Jim Meyer,
stayed ahead during the first part
of Gervasoni’s surge, but finally
missed a shot with the score 68-65
and 3:38 left before Gervasoni
tanked two quick baskets.
Meyer pumped in two buckets
and two flee throws in the final
eight minutes, and Bill Clegg
countered with two baskets, but it
couldn’t offset the shooting of Gervasoni.
SJS trying for its second
straight upset in WCAC action,
started quickly in the game and
held leads as large as nine points
in the first half.
Carpenter and Meyer led the
Spartan charge with ten and eight
points, respectively, in the first
half as the Spat-tans opened up
the nine-point margin at 36-27.
Bronco forward Larry Dunlap
started the Santa Clara surge in
the second half with two quick
baskets and a pair of free throws.

Steve Schlink scored two hoops
for SJS ma king the lead nine
points, but Gervasoni took control
and tallied 22 of the Broscos final
28 points.
SJS received balanced scoring
for the second consecutive game
with four hitting in double figures. Meyer tallied 19 points, Carpenter 16, Schlink 14, and Clegg
finished with 12 points.
In the preliminary game, the
SJS frosh also saw early nine point
leads fall by the wayside, as it
dropped a 79-67 win. Coby Dietrich led all scoters with 21 points.

Spartababes
Seek Revenge
From Dons
Revenge will ride high in the
minds of the Spartan freshman
asketballers tomorrow night at
Civic Auditorium at 6 o’clock when
then entertain the University of
ian Francisco frosh.
In their first meeting the Sparababes left the floor at halftime
vith an eight -point lead, but sufered a letdown in the second period and eventually lost.
"We’re going to be ready,"
Coach Stan Morrison promised.
"I’m hoping that our combination
of players will show enough tenacity and hustle to sustain their
effort over the entire game."
Morrison plans to start highscoring Coby Dietrick at center,
Dave Malkin and Bud LeFever at
the forwards and Ray Woodfin and
Joel Salmi at guards.
Woodfin has been suffering from
a fractured thumb, but will be
ready tomorrow.
"Coby and Dave played very
well in our first game with USF,"
Morrison explained. "But with one
quarter left a general letdown led
to our defeat."
After tomorrow night’s game,
the frosh will be inactive until
next weekend when they close out
their season against the University
of Pacific and St. Mary’s.

Pint.. by K, Jc nos

SECOND SEEDED
Greg Shephard, shown delivering a forehand shot, will be searching for his second straight win this
season, when he competes in the Northern California Intercollegiate Tournament today and tomorrow at the south campus
courts. Shephard, second -seeded in the tourney, won his first
match last Wednesday.

Mixed Emotions Face
SJS Tennis Coach
After the first round of the Butch Krikurian is alternately
Northein California Intercollegiate smiling and crying.
Tournament, Spartan tennis Coach
SJS’ number-one h ope and
strong challenger for the singles
title, Greg Shephard, swept
through his first match easily
Wednesday. The other reason Krikorian is happy is transfer Mary
Parsons won a pair.
1FIASKETBA1.1.,
However, Gordon Miller, the
High-scoring performances by
Spartans No. 2 man from last
Paul Panhighetti and Craig Donseason, was defeated in the secnely featured the contests played
ond round.
Wednesday evening in the IntraMike Price was the other Sparmural Basketball League. Dontan racketeer to win in the secnely netted 95 counters to lead
ond go around while Steve Jones
Moulden No. 2 to a 63-21 rout over
and Yosh DeGuchi lost.
the Black Horde. Panhighetti
The action continues today with
scored 30 points as the Knights
the finals scheduled for Saturday
defeated the Fugs 63-48.
at the south campus.
Other scores:
The tourney’s defending champ,
Blue Sparks 39, Chi Pi Sigma
Charles Darley of Cal, easily won
24; Fastbreakers 51, Acacia 40;
his match as did Dean Schlobohm
Tip-Ins 45; 8th St., AC, 56, Jo Mar
and Brian Leek, both of Stanford.
Hall 45, IGA’s 44; Violets 52,
The first day went pretty much
Hawks 45; Lechers 62, Ferns 23;
as planned with Miller being the
Markham 53, Ball Hawks 28.
only seeded player to lose. Two
Spartans were seeded, Shepherd
second and Miller eighth.
Shepherd, who had a bye in the
opening round, lost only one game
in sweeping to a 6-0, 6-1 victory
over Bob Walker of the University
of Pacific.

Intramurals

A Mature, Responsible
Attitude May Get You An
Auto Insurance Discount.

eic meanie Point III
Men under 23:

Last year, thousands
of lawyers, bankers,
accountants, engineers,
doctors and businessmen
went back to college.
And not just for the
football games.
We’d like to clear up what appears to be a
misunderstanding. It is somewhat popular
on campus to decry a business career on
the grounds that you stop learning once
you start working for ClichØ Nuts & Bolts.
That idea is groundless.
We can’t speak for Cliche, but we can
for or , 0Western Electric, the manufacti:
and supply unit of the Bell Sysor 10 college graduates who have
tem I!
, ’lie past 10 years, for exam1 ilteir higher education.
! kr
I
I Operi-.1
kr11,1111

I.1.111 lets M-

atile work.
1i1;
rin tft .11 itid have at!
in 41 states under
tin.
refund more than $1
!pillion in tuition costs to employees
a
’t !! c another program: advanced
r ! , ring study, under the direction of Lehigh University, is conducted at our Engineering Research
I

t1

Center in Princeton, N. I-Selected’
employees are sent there from all
over the country for a year’s concentrated study leading to a master’s
degree.
You get the idea. We’re for more learning in our business. After all, Western
Electric doesn’t make buggy whips. We
make advanced communications equipment. And the Bell telephone network will
need even more sophisticated devices by
the time your fifth reunion rolls around.
The state of the an, never static, is where
the action is.
At Western Electric, what’s happening
is the excitement and satisfaction of continued doing and learning. If this happens
to appeal to you, no matter what degree
you’re aiming for, check us out. And grab
a piece of the action.

Western Electric
MANUFACTURING& SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM

Now you can save as much as
$50 every year on that big, extra
premium you pay for car insurance.
Sentry Insurance has spent
Four years developing a quest.
ionnaire to spot young men with
attitudes and character traits associated with good driving habits. The questionnaire requires
about 30 minutes to complete,
and if you pass, Sentry will give
you a 15(J- discount on your
auto insurance.
This is in addition to oilier
discounts for passing au approved driver education course,
being a safe driver and being
married.
The quest i on n a ire doesn’t
measure driving skill, mechanical knowledge or intelligence. It
just measures attitudes.
If you don’t pass the first
inn’ you can wait a year, become more mature, and try
again. Results an’ kept strictly
confidential.
There is no obligation and no
Charge.

YOU HAVE NOTHING TO LOSE

ACT NOW

Oit Floe Point lie

Despite
fiendish torture
dynamic BIG Duo
writes first time,
every time!
RIC’S rugged pair of
stick pens wins again
in unending war
against ball-point
skip, clog and smear.
Despite horrible
punishment by mad
scientists, sic still
writes first time, every
time. And no wonder.
Ines "Dyarnite" Ball
is the hardest metal
made, encased in a
solid brass nose cone.
Will not skip, clog

or smear no matter

what devilish abuse Fu.
is devised for them
by sadistic students.
Get the dynamic
sic Duo at your
campus store now.
INATERAIIINliC PEN CORP
MUM CONS

Fierce battles in the freestyle
races and relays will feature tomorrow’s 11 a.m, meeting between
SJS and California swimming
teams in Spart:in Pool. The two
sehoobe freshmen swimmers will
meet preceding the varsity contest.
Led by John Kocal in the 50yard free, and Steve VVilliams and
Jack Likins in the 100 and 200
free races, the Spartans hope to
dominate the Bears’ Reeder and
;Schores in the sprints.
California’s two relay squads
’save excellent times and Coach
Tom O’Neil’s mermen must pull
!out all stops to gain victories in
these events. Against Stanford in
a recent meet, the Bears had a
3:28.5 in the 400 yard free relay
and 3:55.0 in the 400 yard medley
relay. The Spartans turned in
3:40.6 and4:01.2 times in the same
races in last week’s Fresno meet.
Other Spartan standouts who
hope for gold medals against the
Bears will be Steve Hoberg in the
individual medley and butterfly,
and Ron Coffman in the 500 and
1.000 yard fire events.
The frosh will be led by Bill
Gerdts, Tim Halley, and Mike
Monsees. The trio sparked coach
Tom Gallagher’s club to two wins
last week with double wins in both
matches. They downed Menlo College 66-36 last Thursday, and Palo
Alto A.C. 64-36 last Friday.
Both of the frosh’s relay teams
grabbed double wins, winning the
medley in 3:56.8 and the free relay
in 3:32.3 against Menlo.

Frosh Nine Bows,
Plays USF Today
Freshman baseball Coach Bill
Gustafson, "very well pleased"
with his team despite a 2-1 opening game loss to Stanford, puts
his charges back into action today, as The University of San
Francisco frosh come to town for
a league doubleheader.
The first seven inning contest
begins at 1:30 p.m.
Gustafson expects to start. southpaw Walt Yost in one game and
right-hander Tom Corder in the
other, although Gary Enos, a
southpaw transfer from Chabot
College is also a pitching possibility.
The rest of the Spartababes
line-up will be the same as started
against the Tribe frosh, with the
exception of outfielder John White,
who pulled a muscle.
In their opening contest, the
Spartababes actually out hit Stanford 7-3, but a throwing error and
a home run contributed to Papoose
scores in the third and fourth.
The Spartababes made a bid for
a game winning rally in the fourth
inning when they loaded the bases
with no outs, but weer able to
push over only one run, as the
best of the next three SJS hatters
could ploduce was a run-scoring
ground out.

EUROPE
67
17/1"
,

F

’399

inc. tax

Jet Round Trip
Chartered Flight
From Los Angeles
to London:
via 707 Jet

Jun* 13.
Sept. 5

From San Jose
to London:
via 707 Jet

June 27 Aug. 7

From Oakland
to Brussels:
Via 707 Jet ($4371

June 17.
Aug. 29

I Int. steitn

in

f

I

4,11; -Intl Ihnir

Call 243.4093 or drop

118

a card.

Call or Write

Prof. David Mage
1526 Arbutus Dr., S.J.
264-9275 after 9 p.m.

SENTRY.
ha

INSURANCE

Hardware Mutuals

Organization

Air and Land arrangements by:
SAN JOSE TRAVEL SERVICE
223 S. First Street
297-8000
Not stale college sponsored
or controlled

1
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Scratching Time Short

SPARTAN DAILY-8

Baseballers Open at Davis
"We’re really itching to get into only a short amount of scratching open in left, with Bruce Young
competition’ re po r t s Spartan time left before opening the 1967! in center and Joe Ward in right.
baseball
Vol Sobs-risk, and season tomorrow in Davis.
Young and Ward both saw only
such beim. ft,. M.
his tail has
Tomo’, ow’s doubleheader limited duty last yeas, and finagainst the Mustangs begins at ished with .1/1.1 and .194 batting
noon. and follows a short exhibi- !marks. Young, a fine defensive
tion season, during which the player, was selected as one of the
Spartans split two gatnes.
two most improved SJS players
The SJS nine opened exhibition last year.
play with a 7-1 loss to a Phila- ! The Spartans are also on the
delphia Rookie team, and followed road next week meeting San
with an identical score win over Francisco State in the Ray City
an Alumni team.
on Thursday, and won’t open at
THE COLLEGE PLAN
In Davis the Spartans will be home until March 7, when they
meeting a team described by Sob- host the Santa Clara Bronco: in
exclusively for
czak as "A sound team with a a 3 p.m. contest at Municipal StaTIIE COLLEGE MAN
good defense and fine pitching."
dium.
,
Leading SJS’ hopes for a double
victory over the Mustangs will be
pit ehers Frank Pangborn, Pete
Hoskins and Mike Shamony.
Pangboin, a veteran from last
year’s long Spartan season, will
start the first game tomorrow,
from coast to coast
while either left-hander Hoskins or I
right-hander Sharnony will start
the leader in
the second contest, depending on
insurance sales
whether the Mustangs have a preto college men.
dorninence of left or right-hand
batters in their line-up.
SJS’ gymnasts are not only lookAl Taylor, a .256 hitter for the ing toward improving their dual
because
Spartans last year, will handle the record to 4-5 by defeating Santa
.. Guaranteed by a top
receiving chores for SJS in the Barbara and Stanford this weekfirst game.
Corn puny
end, hut also have high hopes of
On the infield the Spartans will obtaining the title of Santa Clara
.. No War Clause
start with George Tauter, a long County College Gymnastic Chamball hitting transfer at first base; pions with a victory over the
. . . Exclusire Benefits at
Tony Hernandez. last year’s co- Indians.
Special Rates
captain and most valuable player,
The chance of becoming county
. Premiums Deferred
at second base; John Bessa, a champs derives from the fact that
until you are out of
transfer from Long Beach State the Spartans and Indians are the
at shortstop; and either Pat Gar- only two gymnastic clubs in the
school
vey or Bart Spina at third.
county. The match will be staged in
For Your
The veteran Garvey played be- Spartan Gym Saturday at 2 p.m.
hing Hernandez at second base
The meeting with Santa Barbara
COLLEGEMASTER
last year and hit .167, while dis- this evening at 7:30 will mark
outline ... contact
playing good glove work. Spina. a the return of coach Clair Jennett’s
transfer, has looked particularly gymnasts after a long road trip
Jim Hargef
Frank Hoey
impressive at the plate in pre- that kept the Spartans away from
J. M. Eaton
Darwin Shoop
season practice and games.
the local gym since Jan. 13.
Fidelity Union Life I
Sohczak named three veterans
Jennett stated, "that both Santa
from last year’s team to start in Barbara and Stanford have good
505 S lOtti St.
286-6700
the outfield. Charlie Nave, a con- balance, but Stanford should give
sistent .28S hitter last season, will us more of a challenge." Santa
Barbara’s points have come more
from depth than from first place
finishes, but they do have an exBLENDED GASOLINE
cellent all-around performer in HilTo Save You Money
lary Silvers.
at
Stanford’s stalwart is all-around
man, Jim Petersen. Petersen will
participate in six events and should
give SJS’ Tony Coppola a battle
That’s right! Silva Service is constantly im
for the all-around gold medal.
proving its services to save money for the
customer. Now Silva has special gasoline
For the Spartans:, Coppola and
pumps that blend 7 different grades of ma.
Jeff Wolfe will compete in each
jar brand gasoline to suit your car’s requireevent except the trampoline. Mike
ments. Drive in and fill up with the grade
Fjelstad will battle in the free
for your car. We’re sure you’ll be satisfied.
exercise, long horse, parallel bars.
and the still rings. Gene Sincich
will perform his specialty, the side
78 S. 4th St.SILVA
295.8968
horse, while Steve Brazis hopes to
earn another victory in the trampoline. Other SJS performers will
be Peter Jacobs, Kirk Kirkman,
and Burt Miller.

COLLEGE
MASTER

A

6.

Gymnastic
Title at Stake
For Spartans

SILVA SERVICE

SERVICE

Late for Class? We’ll Park It For You.

A shirt with an
educated collar
This Arrow oxford shirt meets all
the traditional requirements for
a shirt that excels in style and
comfort for the college man.
Authentically styled with a high
banded soft roll, button down
collar, tapered university fashion
and back pleat.
100% luxurious oxford cotton
"Sanforized" labeled $5.00,
long or short sleeves.
Bold New Breed from

Tommie Smith and Wayne Hermes, pictured
RENEWAL
following a race last year, return to the Spartan south campus
track tomorrow, where many battles in the past were held. The
duo will be only two of the many athletes who will compete in
the interclass mee!..

Klemmer, one of the stars
KLEMMER’S "KATUPS?"
Rich
dufing SJS’ fine cross-country season, will turn to a "playercoaching" role tomorrow when he leads the Klemmer "Katups"
in the SJS interclass meet. Klemmer will also see action in longdistance running for the Spartans this spring.

Tomorrow at South Campus

Interclass Meet Opens Track Season
well, especially after he received Wayne Hermen, it will he a return
word that his AAU ban had been to the track in which they gained
numerous honors.
lifted.
Hermen was mentioned in the
Chris received the word Wednesday. The Greek vaulter has cleared same breath as Smith last year,
16-6 indoors and will be eyeing the and was one of the prime reasons
17-foot barrier before the outdoor Smith set four world records. Hermen instilled the fast start to the
season wears on.
There may even be a world S.TS sprints; and Tommie was one
who benefited from them.
reeord set in the ’Interclass.
Smith often said, ’The quick
Smith is scheduled to run in
the 352-yard dash, and as far as ’ starts of Wayne Hermen were very
the SJS colches kns sw. it could bel valuable to me."
Tickets for the extravaganza
ant race 11111 in the
the only
will be 25 cents for students with
world.
For such former Spartans as ASB cards, and $1 for others.

set several Interclass records, both
to- in the varsity and novice divisions.
With runners like Ken Shackelmorrow at Spartan Track
ford, Lee Evans and Tommie Smith
thinclads
when the SJS varsity
no record is safe in the varsity
open the season in the annual division, and the case may be the
Interclass meet. Track events start same when the "newcomers" are
at 1 p.m. and field events at 1:30 set on the starting blocks, or try
leap the intermediate hurdles.
The only disappointment for the to
"It will offer the fans a great
opening of the outdoor season is
opportunity to view some of the
the new tartan track will not be
greatest trackmen In the country
ready. Rain put the project beand in the world." Walters versed.
hind, but construction is reportedSJS’ mile-relay team will disly progressing rapidly and alit be
band for the first time this seaready for the Spartans midway!
son after establishing a worldthrough the track season.
record on a 160-yard indoor track
Assistant Coach Tracy Walters.
week.
working his first outdoor season last
NEW RECORD FOR SMITH
at SJS, said the attitude of the
Shackelford, Evans, Smith and
team was of great expectation for
Bob Talmadge teamed to set the
the meet.
’’The athletes are really looking record and will be competing on
forward to the meet, not only for four different teams in the intercompeting as a team, but against class meet.
Added luster to the meet came
each other.
"It. is their first frittdoor appear- last week, when Smith set his secthis season, and they are ond world record in two nights.
ance
Running the 440-yard dash only
anxious to do a good Job."
24 hours after the SJS mile -relay
CHALLENGE MOR MANY
team set its record in San FranFor many varisty aspirants, it cisco, Smith turned in a 46.2 clockwill offer a challenge of breaking ing at the Louisville, Ky., Mason
into the Spartan intercollegiate Dixon Games.
Another highlight of the meet
team.
As Walters said, "Some of the will conic from the pole vault
Imes Wilt aren’t on the team now arra where Chris Papanirolaou
will be trying to unseat the vet- will perform before MIS track
boosters for the first time. Papanierans."
This year’s meet is destined to colaou will he intent on showing
_
_ .
---- One of the top track teams in

the nation will

be unveiled

Top Brown Belts at SJS
For AAU Match Tomorrow
The best brown belt judokas
in Northern California will be at
SJS tomorrow, as the Spartans
play host for the Northern California Junior AAU Championships
at Spartan Gym.
SJS Coach Yosh Uchida calls
tomorrow’s match the toughest of
the season for ’his brown belts,
and lists the Sacramento Judo
Club, the University of California,
the Palo Alto Judo I ’lob, Stanford
Judo (lob as the
and the
top contenders fist team honors.
Expected to cranpete for SJS
in the 139 -pound division are Rpn
AStit and Stan ffetano.
Shall in

ART PRINT SALE

11111%111,

in

1nollild division is

,

the

M:11-ty

ton, Art itaimila, Alan

Irving Ozawa.
the 176-pound division the
Spartans will enter Richard Flynn,
George lienderson, Phil LaRocca,
Shimpci Nishikawa, Sam Samudio,
Dart Vogel and Norio Yokoo.
Competing in the 205-pound division for SJS are Robert Flores,
Paul Porter and Lewis Salitshe.
Heavyweight entrant for SJS is
Pete Maydea.
Sunday the Spartans will be in
kerkeley for so promotional tournament, FUlti will return for a triangular match with the Bears
and Stanford on Wednesday.
The Wednesday encounter will
be a tune-up match for the Northern California Senior AAU chainpionships.
and

nl
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Okamoto, I

Starts Monday, February 27

if she doesn’t give it to you...
get it yourself!

JADE

EAST

, .
JOE

Brush Stroke
Travel Posters

$1
$2.98

EAsr
EA51-

to

Movie Star Posters
Geodesic Posters

Spartan Sookitore
"right on campus"

$4.50
Aft,’, Shave, 6 oz., $3.50
Deodorant Stick, $1.75
Fluddha Cniogne Ott Package, 120:., 55.50
’quay Cologne, $1.50
Hodtihe Soars Gift Set, $4.00
Colnene, 4 oz., $3.00
Alter Shave, 4 oz., 52,50

Colo6ne, ho:..
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Prof To Discuss
’Birthday Party’
On ’Perspective’
Dr. Hal J. Tod, I. chairman of
the SJS drama dep. tment, will
interview Dr. Hugh Nelson, assistant professor of drama, about
the works of eantemporary playwright Harold Pinter on "Perspective," San Jose State’s weekly half-hour television program
tomorrow at 730 a.m. on KNIT:
Channel 11.
diSCOS,i011. titled "On
Pialeis" will lovas on Pinter’s
play
"The
Birthday
Party."
wit tic Dr. Nelson is directing,
and which will he performed
March 3-4 :Ind 8-11 at SJS.
Members of the play cast will
appear on /he program, reacting to questions by Dr. Nelson,
in an analysis of character and
and introduction to the play.
The program will also be televised on KTEH, Channel 54,
Thursday, March 2 itt 5 p.m., and
Friday. NI r.lit 3, at 3 p.m.

"Quotations

l;

Jazz

is ICeider.
p.m.
Ettr.aaati

..:

7:30.7:55 p.m.- Standard School
Bi’cccccteasl
7:35-8:00 p.m. Sportsline with
Gary Price
8:00-8:55 uni. Study Music
8:5.5-9:00 p.m. Spartan Focus
KXRX, I500 kcs, today
7:55-8:00 p.m. Speetrum News
with Jim Cm krum
8:30-8:35 p.m. Sportsline with
Gary Price

KNTV To Give
’Campus News’
"Campus Reports." a daily
tekvision progt am featuring
news of SJS, will begin broadcasting this Monday morning on
KNTV, Channel 11 at 8:25.
Late breaking news and sports
stories will be featured on the
five minute program. Produced
ta: the Radio and Television
Center of the SJS JourDepa Intent, t he show
will be led by Jim Corkrum,
news editor, with Sports Editor
Gary Price assisting him with
sports news.

ST ATE
ke.11 _‘,Z)
270 E. s.,
It, I

Tse

thought

on every -

mu the’ Communist Party
have its first U.S.
’’I act ion as a $1 Bantam extra
.ilerhaek ..n Monday.
The Pilition will carry :in intro ,I:,
te, one of the country’s
’hina experts, A. Doak
profe.s.sor of government at Columbia University,
and author of numerous books
on Communist China and Asia
including the forthcoming "China
After Mao,’

Th,.

DR. VERNON READ, assistant professor of music, works .4th
the symphonic band during one of its daily hour-long rehearsals.
Such extensive practice is necessary to maintain the group’s
standard of excellence.

The Symphonic Band of SJS
will present a program of British band MUSIC and

Ametican

band

music of the 19.50’s on
March 7 and 8 at 8:15 pm. in
Concert Hall. There will be no
admission charge.
The highlight of the evening,
says Dr. Vernon Read, assistant
professor of music at SJS anti
eunductor of the band, will be

Re-

Mao

illion Red Gu ards, a nd cats-mi-

American

7 ir.

from

Tung," the little red hook that
is the bible of Red China’s three

Ensemble To Perform
On the Air
Music of the 1950’s

TELEVISION
h \ TV (( It. Ill,today:
8:25-s
0.111_ (.:Impus Report
NeWs and spoils
RADIO
KYAIS-FNI, 90.7 me. today
5:00-5:05 ism.
Sinteon and
Books in the news
5:05-5:40 p.m. Study Music
5:40-5:45 p.m. Lockheed Digest
5:45-5:55 p.m.
KSJS Sports
Roundup
555-6:00 pm.
Newsline with

Triton Museum Features Dance

Mao’s Little Red Book
To Make U.S. Debut

VUOIDOSer

MOI t on

Gould’s "Syniplamy for Wind
Band," featuring music will ten
for a marching machine built ley
instrumental technician Ed Mederios. This percussion instrument duplicates the sound of
about 150 mat:citing soldiers.
"Music for a Festival," oy British composer Gordon Jacob, will
highlight the NM half of the
evening. "The finale is the most
expansive sound ever written
Inc the symphonic wind band,"
says Dr. Read. "It features a
separate b rasa band pitted
against a full symphonic band."
The first half of the evening
will feature British music, and
the second will feature American. tithe’
orks to be performed are "Tocea ta Mat /dale,"
Icy Ralph V cu Ic cc Williams;
"Suite in F," by Gustav Hoist;
"Inglesina" !Little English Girl)
by I. Dell.. I ’esi; "Pageant, Op.
y
Persichetti and

"Chorale and Alleluia," by Howanl Hanson,
The hand will also be perorming at City College tomorrow
at the general session of a gathering of the California Music
Educators Association,
Symphonic band is the only
musical group on campus that
rehearses daily thioughout the
semester, its mission, says Dr.
Read, is "to perform
finest
literature possible, to the highest peak of polemical possible."
Of 180 students %Our ottitil,trlictI
tor the band, only
%% el e
etIONeft.
The illitOry Of the symplimae
wind band, as a balanavd instrumental ensemble, dates back
to the late 19th century. It’s
potentialities r e in a i n hidden.
however, since mostly transci lotions of full symphonic’ works,
rather than compositions written
for this special combination,
were played.
Among the first composers to
write directly for symphonic’
wind bands were Ilolst and
Vaughn Williams.
But "we still suffer." says
Read. "We don’t have the literature m the tradition to draw
from that the symphonic orchestra has." He regrets the fact
that the performances of his
band frequently draw more people from the community at large
than from the collegs. population.

new paperback will reprint the entire translated Pek rItr-published test containing
quotations of Mao’s thoughts in
:13 separate :treas. Each quotation is annotated with reference
t.) the speech or writings from
which it was taken.
Some of the areas covered by
quotations are: "The Correct
Handl ing of Contradictions
Among People";
-The Mass
Line"; "Democracy in the Three
Main Fields"; "Discipline;" "Revolutionary Heroism"; "Youth";
and "Culture and Art."
The little red book in its English 0/nisi:akin COMP to the pubthrough a
lisher’s attention
lengthy New York Times article

/

"Triton Turn On 11:’ a dance
featuring psychedelic music will
be held Saturday. from 1-12 pan.

which appeared Feh. 17 af this
year).
It identified the Isok as the
one brandished by Red Guards
arid Mao supporters at demonstration.s, and traced its Is--i.
selling success in bookstalls
throughout the world.
The article points out that
although the book is a mandatory succe.ss in Red China, it e.
also currently the nuniber one
bestselling book in Franc.. ..ral
among the bestsellers in ’I:
Rome and London

Exchange Students
Highlight Exhibit

at lice’ Triton Museum of Art,
2ndSt., San Jose. Tickets
are $1 for adults and 75 cents
for students.
-- ---

99 S.

1.49,,,,601401,#.4,4440,40:00:-

NEWMAN CENTER
CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER

s’

Daily Mass Monday Through Thurs11:30 a.m.

day 4 p.m. Friday

Sunday Mass 5 p.m.

Two SJS current exchange students front Okayama

and

two

American students recently iv-

295-1771

79 S. Fifth St.

t tamed from Japan will deliver
brief talks, sing Japanese songs

0.014,10,0410.eifiedel46,A4-490WOM,WeVel,94"iteey%1%

and do an Odori-Japanese dance
during the closing day of the

NI

arts-of-Japan

exhibit at Saratoga’s Villa Monthly, Carriage
llou.se Theater at 2 p.m, Sunday.
The free program, including
special films on the Japanese
arts, is being presented with the
eixiiperation of "Pacific Neighbors," the San Jose-Okaytuna
sister-city organization DOW observing 10 years of affiliation.
The Japanese students participating are Miss Kazuko Yuasa
and Kazunori Ono. The Americans will be Miss Kim Albright
of Los Gatos and Miss Janet
Shelden of San Jose, SJS sophomore. Both girls were exchange
students to Okayaina last summer. The girls will wear Ukatas,
Japanese summer kimonos.
Final showing of the exhibit
In the galleries will be on Sunday from 1 to 4 p.m.

PAUL’S CYCLES
Bikes Are In Vogue

fight it.

Get Eaton’s Corasable Bond Typewriter Paper.
Mistakes don’t show. A mis-key completely disappears
from the special surface. An ordinary pencil eraser lets
you erase without a trace. So why use ordinary paper?
Eaton’s Corrasable is available in light, medium, heavy
weights and Onion Skin. In 100 -sheet packets and 500.
sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Departments.

:
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MARY, along with Peter and
Paul, will sing at San Jose’s
Civic Auditorium Sunday at 8
p.m. As of today, only $4.95
tickets are available.

Rediscover Cycling Joy
SALES
RENT.4LS
SERVICE

1435 Alameda
Ph. 293-9766

EA Tars CORRASABLE
TYPEWRITER PAPER

Only Eaton makes Corr5sable
EATON PAPER CORPORATION, PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

Date Correction
George Sklaar will be at the
SJS Studio Theatre today to discuss his play "And People All
Around." Yestemlay’s headline on
this story VMS incorrect.

ALL SKI PANTS
AND KNICKERS
ALL SKI
SWEATERS

lick’N’

Ereryddy Prices
Prcscriptiims

OZ

ALL SKI BOOTS
Laced and buckle
AFTER SKI BOOTS
ALL PARKAS
Except down filled

Tile

(.10ss
&

Ivens

Nail Satin

by \lax Factur

ALL SKI HATS

ALL NEW...3RODINS OWN
DOUBLE-BREASTED BLAZER

SPECIAL GROUP OF
FAMOUS NAME SKIS

I ;a-Go Specials
Hight Guard
$1 sake Go-Get price 1191.

SKI POLES
Double tape

Coming on strong! An all new look for the traditional blazer
... to wear almost anywhere with social aplomb. Expertly
tailored for Grodins alone in a hard finish Hopsack fabric,
with smart antique gold buttons. Navy & Burnished Gold.

Breck Shampoo
I ,oncent rate
sl Yalu,

Goden pric«. 63e

Colgate, toothpaste.
King size
79c value GoGo price 14e,
Nensynephrine nose drops
1.41 value Go-Go price 59c
Saccharine, 1.000
grain tablets
59c vain, Go-Go price 2’

$55
WINTERLAND SKI CENTER
440 So. Winchester Blvd. 244-0880
(Oppos;1e The WrIches)er Mystery House)
MON., WED., FRI., 10 A.M. UNTIL 9 P.M.
TUES., SAT., 10 A.M. TO 6 P.M.
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_

,...

,
.:

GRODINS
IA LS HEAD SI-10P
San Antonio Center, Mountain ViewShop Monday -Thursday until 9330 p.m.
Valley Fair ConferShop Monday through Friday until 9:30 p.m.. Saturday until 5:30 p.m.

National Contest
Begins Search
For Bright Coed

SJS Bookstore Battles
Supermarket Syndrome
By SUE HARRINGTON
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"Where are the books?" a
freshman as SJS asked store
manager Harry Wineroth as he
stepped into the Spartan Bookstore for the first time, surveyed the profusion of merchandise, and wondered what had
become of J. D. Salinger.
Wineroth had a hard time
finding them. What he saw was
curled horsehair (stocked for a
course in upholstery), insignia laden beer mugs, pennants,
stuffed animals, leotards, and
sweatshirts.
This past semester (from October to January) Wineroth and
Pyke Johnson, Doubleday’s Anchor Books editor, lectured
throughout the United States to
college store managers.
Wineroth and Johnson discussed the question "Is There
a Bookstore in Your Future?
and, What Do You Mean, Bookstore?"
MORE BOOKS
Wineroth believes that a bookstore should "look and feel like
a bookstore, not a supermarket."
There should be more books in

HARRY WINEROTH
... bookstore not a supermarket
the store, and less of the supermarket items.
As Wineroth stated in his
speech, "Our prime purpose for
existence is to provide the necessary books and supplies for our
college’s curriculum. Our primary goal is books and the es-

Female Hoopers’ Score
Victory Over Berkeley
Believe it or not, SJS has
top notch girls basketball team.
In fact Nancy Hamilton. the
team manager feels that: "there
are enough good players available to make three teams."
The girls were successful in
their first game of the season
against the University af California at Berkeley in a close 18
to 17 win, and look forward to
their next five games.
The female "hoopers" are
Joanne Shimoguchi, captain;
Kathy Ryan, Sally Beekner, Sharon Borg, Cheryl Bingham, Gloria Westrom, Bonnie Wagner,
Diane Tsutsumi and Terry Awtrey.
Faculty advisor for the team
is Carol Luther, assistant professor of women’s physical education. Miss Luther has been
with the department since 1961.
Assistant advisor is Jean Wil-

SJS Gets $79,200
WASHINGTON San Jose
State College has been awarded
two grants totaling $79,200 for
support of students majoring in
education of handicapped children, and for development of
new programs in that field, according to Congressman Don Edwards (D.-9th Dist.).
The grants include funds for
fellowships and traineeships for
full-time academic-year study at
the graduate or senior levels or
for short-term study in institutes
for advanced study or summer
programs.
Allocated to San Jose State are a
845,000 grant for studies in the
education of mentally retarded
children, and $33,600 for speech
and hearing studies.

EAST

JUNE 18 to AUG. 27

TOUR: 75 Days

1 BEAU TIES I

hams, who is in her first year
at SJS with the Physical Education Department.
Every girl on the extramural
team is very enthusiastic, and as
Nancy puts it, "I find traveling
to other schools an extremely
educating experience."
The team members also enjoy
many friendships with other
teams. The games with Chico
State and San Jose City College are two events that are
looked forward to each year.
Two years ago the basketball
team won the Sacramento State
Tournament and this year’s team
hopes it will be as successful.

Faculty Society
Wants Members
SJS chapter of Phi Kappa Phi
society invites all faculty members and staff who are members of the society to affiliate
with the local chapter.
The invitation is aimed at new
faculty and staff, but former
members are welcome to renew
their membership and participate in the society’s activities.
All details concerning active
membership in Phi Kappa Phi
can be arranged by contacting
Dr. Shirley Hopkinson, associate
professor of librarianship and
chapter secretary.

3 Hershey Bars

San Jose Travel Service
273 S. First St., San Jose

COAST
TO
COAST
SOth
’lee’,-’-,

from KAY Yeurlers

Ben Reichmutls, president of
the SJS Alumni Association, introduced himself as one who
knows little about "that situation at Beikeley." Don’t you believe it.
San Jose’s young man of the
year in 1965 has been active in
state college and university education since his graduation from
SJS in 1957. Drawing his opinions from work done on the Renpublican state committee and
the housing commission for the
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity,
Reichmuth is anything but uninformed.
Relating to his undergraduate
days at SJS, Reichmuth credited
the large percentage of veterans
who returned to school on the
GI bill following the Korean
War as a "stabling" influence on
the campus community.
He likened a lack of "balance
in the university community at
at UC at Berkeley" for the
trouble the students have had
over student rights, most recently the December strike
called by non-student Mario
Savio.
"Don’t get me wrong," Reichmuth went on, "I have nothing
against student action and dissent, and I think students are
far better informed than we
were when I went to SJS, but
I do find fault with disobedience
and agree with Governor Reagan
that law breaking can not be allowed on a college campus."
"The recent strike at Berkeley was a good example of stu-

dents pushing an administration
further than it could go over a
rather minor issue," Reichmuth
said. "In 1964 I agreed with the
students that some elements of
the California University community needed attention, but in
December non-students made demands that they were not in a
position to make."
A former SAE who is still
active in his fraternity Reichmuth added, "a fraternity provides a forum for discussion and
I think that is what is needed

at Cal. It’s too bad that good
ideas have to be aired in front
of the television cameras in a
riot or strike situation."
"Balance" is the key word in
Reichmuth’s analysis of the
Berkeley situation. "The strikels and rioters must feel alienated from the campus and I
really think that if their lives
were better balanced, the students who strike at Cal would
be less likely to break the rules
and laws of the university,"
Reichmuth concluded.

CIVIL ENGINEERING SENIORS!
PLAN YOUR FUTURE IN
PUBLIC WORKS ENGINEERING
WITH THE
CITY OF LOS ANGELES
BUREAU OF ENGINEERING
The tremendous growth and development of Los Angeles presents
challenging career opportunities to young engineers, helping to build
the fastest growing major city in the nation.
Our starting salary is $735 a month. In addition to excellent salary,
we offer job rotation and tuition reimbursement.
Arrange with the Placement Office to talk with our engineering representative who oill be on carnp,,

FRIDAY, MARCH 3, 1967

WELCOME
BACK
SPARTANS!
7 n our .

2 Toilet Tissue

10c

2 Rolls Paper Towels 19c
1 Box Cheer Soap

24c

2 Bars Ivory Soap

5c

Ajax Cleanser

5c

Crest large size

"The New
Wineskin"
College Student Center
where the atmosphere is
CASUAL
Students enjoy coffee and conversation in our modern lounge.
QUIET
Our study rooms provide an excellent place for concentrated
study.
LIVELY
Unlimited use of pool and ping
pong tables, and gymnasium.
STIMU LATIN&
Watch for our Thursday and Sun.
daynight prograrns.
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME
8 a.m.-Midnight Mon. to Thurs.
8 am. -I a.m. Fri. & Sat.
10th & San Fernando Streets

All of the
above complete
with trimmings.
545 S. 2nd St.
Free
Parking

to broaden one’s kr.o-WP
Examining produce in an open-air marketplace in ishon one
edge of the stays of the Portuguese people. These girls found exploring the markets of cities around
during
a
semester
at
sea
on Chapman Colleges
undertaken
change
from
studies
the world a relaxing
floating campus - nou called World Campus Afloat.
Alzada Knickerbocker of Knoxville.Tannessee.in the plaid dressreturned from the studytravel seme,ter to complete her senior year in English at Radcliffe College.
Jan I:nippers ot 1.iOS renceburg. Tennessee. a graduate of the University of Tennessee. and a
former Peace ( oriss Volunteer. first pursued graduate studies in International Relations and reIn
a secolul semeste r as a teaching assistant in Spani.h on the orld-cireling campus.
Students Ike and attend regular classes aboard the sn. RYN DAM. o) tied by the ECL Shipping
Co. of Bremen tor which the Holland -America Line acts as general passenger agent. In -port activities are arranged to supplement courses taught aboard ship.
As you read this. the spring semester voyage of discovery is carrying 450 undergraduate and
graduate students through the Panama Canal to call at ports in Venezuela, Brazil, Argentina. Nigeria.
Senegal. Morocco, Spain. Portugal. The Netherlands. Denmark and L. i teat Britain. returning to New
York Niay 25.
Next fall World C’ampus Afloat Chapman College vt ill take another 500 students around the
world from New York to Los Angeles and in the spring. ,o noi student body will journey from
Los Angeles to ports on both west and cast coasts of South America. its western and northern
Europe and as far cast as Leningrad before returning to New York.
For a catalog describing how you can include a semester aboard the RYN DAM in your educational plans. fill in the information below and mail.
Li

29c

Puritan Oil Co.
4th & William
6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor
1 lth & Julian
ogninneenm

Choose from an onspiring selection of advanced designs in your chose of
let yellow or white gold
Kay leymers Sill only qualoy yeleCled tha
moult Naranteed a Malone m erding

$99
149 $199
SI a Week

yrerf
Res 5119
Si nWOO

$109
Reg S199
Si 10 n Woyy,

a.

-1

\XDrIrl Campus Afloat, Director of Admissions
College
$299
Reg $449
$1 o Wee6

Reg $549.. $349
53 50 a Week

65 S. First
We validate all downtown I, .
& F
Mt., Thu
2171 4910 n,
Downtown

St.

KA,

Sunnyvale

Ihru Fri. Noyhl. yyn.,1

119 S. Murphy

739 -0591 --Open Thurs. & Fri. Ni-jk it

until

Name

7.30
9

(First)
Tel

(I asti
Campus address.
City

I 9

,

Valley Fair Shopping Center
248 3040 Opwn

Rug 5693
$479
$5 a Week

.

Small Steak $1.35
Round Steak $1.35
Steak Sandwich on
French Bread $1.25
Jumbo Burger on
French Bread .85

NO MONEY DOWN
,
St 50 WEN
,f
IT’S DK.
TO Owl
NM’

Sc

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE

297-8000

... Unsurpassed Value!

10c

SwitzerFrance
England
Monaco Italy
land
Denmark
Holland
Austria
West
Finland
Sweden
East Germany
Germany
Greece Yugoslavia Poland
Soviet Union Czechoslovakia
Holland and
Hungary
Belgians:

CALL

freittng New Diamond Styles

Lack of Balance at Berkeley
Blamed for Recent Strikes

15’

$1.099

For Free Folders
and Information

New Angels
Get Wings

Alumni President

p.

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

$1,498 From
West Coast

ENGAGEMENTS
Linda Moore, sophomore life
science major, from Vallejo, announces her engagement to Jim
Konantz, senior industrial arts major from North Hollywood. The
couple plan to marry in January
1968.
Gayle Smithson, senior French
major, from Tacoma, Washington
and member of Gamma Phi Beta
announces her engagement to
Dale Vogel, June 1966 business
graduate from Redwood City and
member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Wedding is set for June 10.
Joan Maguire, junior home ecoAngel Flight, an affiliate of
nomics major from Bakersfield and
member of Alpha Chi Omega, an- the AFROTC Hont» Society, the
nounces her engagement to Mich- Arnold Air Society, recently inael Anderson, junior philosophy -stalled 16 pledges info their ormajor at Los Angeretate. A ganization at the campus Mesummer wedding is planned.
morial Chapel.
Suzan Lee Haynes Fine, senior
The girls receiving their acRussian major from Menlo Park tive pin "wings- included: Kay
announces her engagement to Bor- Bannister, Lucy Belden, Pam
is Humberto Ordenes DInamarea Borten, Ginger Coltrin, Cindy
from Santiago, Chili. No wedding Cooper, Cindy Cubillas, Sara Dadate has been set.
vis, Adele Gualano, Linda Herkonen, Jackie Mantano, Barbara
PINNINGS
Linda Luscher, senior sociology./ Morris, Sandy Ramey, Denise
psychology major from Palo Alto Smith, Phyllis Spiers, Jeanne
and member of Kappa Kappa Gam- Turgeon and Mary Vargas.
The outstanding pledge award
ma, to Thomas Vlasie- junior geography/city planning major from was given to Phyllis Spears,
freshman business major.
Santa Clara.

CIGS
Kleenex

WEST
EUROPE

tablishment of a complete book
service."
Wine! oth believes that the
bookstore should have a greater
supply of books, not only textbooks, but more important. trade
or general books. Store managers are beginning to discover
that trade or quality papetbacks makes the difference in
their business.
BROWSING AFFECTS BUYING
The magazine moderator discovered in a buying-habit survey
of subscribers that browsing appe?...s to be a major influence on
purchase decisions.
When the Spartan Bookstore
moves into its new quarters in
the College Union it will have
one entire area devoted to a
browsing section. This area will
stay open as late as the Union
and may even have carpeting on
the floor.
So, the next time you enter
the Spartan Bookstore, look
around you and really take notice of what comprises it. Most
of the things you see, which are
essential in a bookstore, will be
in the new stole. However, the
browsing section you see in the
corner will be vastly expanded.

The "National College Queen’
contest, an annual search to select the nation’s most outstanding college gill, is underway.
The event is not a beauty contest. The candidates will be
judged on their scholastic ability. leadership, achievements on
campus and civic-mindedness.
Secondary tatalifications are personality, poise and good grooming.
Candidates must be single, between the ages of 17 and ’22 and
registered in an accredited college or university. Parents,
friends or college girls themselves can nominate a candidate.
The young women’s name, adwith ess, and name of college
attending is sent to the National
College Queen Contest Committee, P.O. Box 935, New York,
N.Y. 10023. Deadline for nominations is Feb. 28.
Fifty state winners will be
flown to New York City, all expenses paid, for the 13th Annual National College Queen
Contest. Each day, outstanding
authorities from many fields will
meet with the candidates in
forums and seminars, judging
and grading the young women on
their knowledge and skills. There
will be ten competitive events,
and the candidate with the highest accumulative score for all
ten activities will become "National College Queen."
The National Queen will be
awarded a trip to Europe, a new
car and other major prizes.
Current National College
Queen. chosen last June, is Vicki
R. Liebersteln, a freshman at
UCLA.
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Engineers
Sought

Spartaguide
EDITOR’S NOTE: Publicity
(+airmen for all organize lions
are requested to inelaide the full
elub names and title of all speakers for ell11) Meet ink:et. The
Spartan Daily
t run announcements If intorniat kcal is
not complete. Information should
be typed Or printed lin Sparta guide Announevenent slip available in the Spartan Daily office.
Deadline for slip* to he returned
I.- I :30 on the day before the
e$ eat Le scheduled.
TODAY
IEEE, 1:30, ENC. Lobby. Tutu.
of Ante’s Research Center. Signup sheet is in the engineering lobby. Tour is limited to 50.
later-Vardty Christian Fellowship, 3:30, B15. Inter-Varsity Executive Prayer Fellowship.
Sparta Life. Men and women
models needed for advertisements
in Sparta Life. Applications available in JC117 frpm Feb 2::
March 2.
-

Arab American Club, 2:30, HE I.
New Arabian students will be honored and the SJS String Quartet will play. Students interested
in taking an Martian class should
attend the meeting or call 269545 Pistol Team, 10 a.m. to 2
M1110. Pistol team try-outs
will be held.
Alpha Phi Omega (National
Service Fraternity,. 6:30, JC141.
Members will show Friday Flicks.
SUNDAY, FEW 26.
5.15 eyeling Association. 9:50
a.tn., 1.ucky’s parking lot at Seventh and Santa Clara Streets. Skycle ride to Alum Rock Park. Bring
a lunch.
Spartan TH-C, 7 p.m., First Baptist (’hutch at Second and San Antonio Stieets. College. night will
be held. Dr. Ralph Keiper, author and national magazine editor
will slu ,k ,,e -Die, Faith Oppose

DOES FAITH OPPOSE REASON?
Find the dnw,r

Sunday Feb. 26. 7 p.m.

MONDAY
Htunanhita on Campus, 7:30 p.m.,
CI-1149. Organizational meeting.
Will begin work on abortion symposium.
TUESDAY
Sigma No Alpha. 2:30, 11B207.
Special meeting for all nursing students. Miss Grace Wallis, assistant
national director of the Nurses’
Christian Fellowship, will speak on
"Meeting the Spiritual Needs of
the Patient."

The City of Los Angeles Water
and Power will be on campus,
Wednesday, March 8 to interview
students for summer employment.
All electrical, mechanical, civil and
sanitary engineering majors who
will have completed their junior
year by summer are urged to see
Mrs. Keller in the Placement Center to sign up immediately for an
appointment.
United States citizenship is re guired.

Job Interviews
June and summer graduates
Ma) nlitki op tor alinisintlestsitta
Center,
daily, in like
ADY123-1.
Tuesday, Feb 28.
Air Force Flight Test Center.
Aerospace, electrical, mechanical
majors
math
engineering anti
wanted for journeymen and some
advance and research positions.

Lockheed Missiles and Space
Company. Civil, electrical, industrial, and mechanical engineering,
math and physics majors wanted
for associate engineers, scientists’
associates. research, design alai detit-lopment, testing, cheek out and
Students expect itag National Deproduction.
fense Student loans and EducaMelabs. Electrical engineering
tional Opportunity grants for thLs
semester are reminded that to- majors with BS or MS degrees and
Two secondary education prois the last day to piek up physics majors with MS degrees
fessors will take their sabbaticals day
cs;irii4.1 for various technical posichecks in ADM252.
this year, according to Dr. Dwight their
Shafer, secondary education chairman.
BOX OFFICE NOW OPEN FOR
Dr. C. Auchard will be spendHAROLD PINTER’S THRILLER
ing a year with the California
Guidance and Counseling Association of which he is president. The
purpose of the association’s program is to increase high -quality
in counseling, particularly school
Runs March 3, 4, and 8 thru 11
counseling in California.
Phone 294-1931
College Theatre
His activities will include work$150 General
SJSC Students 75c
ing with local guidance associa-

Sabbatical Leaves
Slated for Profs

lions in art circuitry design, resequels und development and other
jantitions.
fiallnusrk Cards. Business, marketing, accounting, math, graphic
arts, industrial, industrial technology, mechanical and chemical
engineering, conununications art,
fine arts, art education, journalism
and English majors wanted for
marketing, financial control, production and engineering, sales, operations, research, technological

Loan Deadline

AUbs-Chalmers. Mechanical, electrical, agricultural and industrial
engineers, business administration,
and industrial engineering, business administration and industrial
technology majors wanted for application engineering,
gineering,
ment,

design en-

research and develop-

manufacturing

and

tech-

nology.

HAWAII 1967
UNIVERSITY SUMMER SESSION
CAMPUS RESIDENCE OR
APARTMENT-HOTEL AT WAIKIKI

HOWARD TOURS
THE ORIGINAL STUDY TOUR TO HAWAII

The 8irtirda9 PaP4

tions, studying educational anti voListen to cast members discuss this play on "Perspective,"
KNTV-Chan. 11, Sat. Feb. 25, 710
cational guidance practices in pubCOLLEGE NIGHT AT FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
lic schools, and studying professional preparation of school coun2nd and San Antonio
selors.
The study of curriculum in pubSPEAKER-DR. RALPH KEIPER
lic schools will concern Dr. John
Wright as he travels through:
,
Lecturer. World Traveler,
out the state during the year.
National Magazine Editor.
He will be studying high school
curriculum changes during the
years 1965-67 and improvements
that can be made in the program
in the programs and services of
WANTED: FEMALE roommate. $42 per
Association
of
Califoinia
the
ANNOUNCEMENTS III
I month, Grant Hall. 598 S. 9th, apt. 13.
Secondary School Curriculum CoRefreshments and Discussion following the evening
$399.50 JET Los Angeles to Paris June 1 OR 2 FEMALE roommates wanted.
ordinators.
Modern, spacious apt., pool. Contact
in the Tri-C Building at 3rd and San Antonio
Dr. Wright is the vice president IS, return Sept. 7 from London, includes Jeri, Royal Lanai Apt, 258-8876.
4-wk. study course at Alliance Francalse
of the CASSCC.
Paris. Alternate flight to Amsterdam MUST SELL MEN’S Dorm contract at reJune 26/Sept. S. Dr. French 14151 LA duced price of $154 or best offer. Call
6-9122
or write c/o Sierra Travel Inc., 286.0814 any time.
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111011L
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
9875 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills, I GIRL WANTED to share 2 bed apt.
with 3 others. Grant Hall. 287-0518.
AUTOMOTIVE 121
MEN, LARGE, cheerful rooms, single or
double, wall to wall carpet. Private en’59 VOLVO, very clean, black, radio, new trance. 406 S. 11th St.
tires, overhauled engine, new muffler,
battery. Asking $575, cell 225-4314 or GALS ONLY, room & board, $75/.0.
Unapproved house: near campus. 565 S.
286-9103 after 4 p.m.
5th. Phone 297-9742.
HONDA 160 ’66. Excellent condition,
$400 or best offer. 294.2922, ask for 1 AND 2 bedroom apartments, pool. Two
blocks from campus. 576 S. 5th St. 293Kathy King.
445.
VW BUS, ’64, radio, heater, 10 passenger. 50 hp. excellent condition, $1507.
Call 317-5476 after 5 p.m.

research, creative desin and editorial positions.

ONLY $25 DEPOSIT
APPLY:
Mrs. Diane Rogers
Housemother, Kappa Alpha
182 South Tenth
Telephone: 294-8516

Theta

Spartan Daily Classifieds
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CHOOSE ANY ITEM FROM AMERICA’S MOST POPULAR
DRIVE-IN MENU AND YOU GET A SECOND SIMILAR ITEM
FOR JUST I LINCOLN PENNY.
(Example: BUY 1 HENRY’S 18’ HAMBURGER AND GET 2nd 1 FOR JUST 1’)

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to
ROOM FOR TWO with or without kitch share spacious apartment for rest of seen. Men or women. Also room for one mester. Call 287-1637.
man only. 426 S. 7th St.
MEN-CLEAN rooms with kitchen privTWO BEDROOM apartments with va- ileges. Close to campus. $30-35 mo. 617
cancies for 1 or 2 people. Furnished. See S. 6th or 638 S. 5th. 292-3646,
at 495 E. William St., Apt. *1.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for house.
ONE OR TWO female roommates for $40 month, with own room. Must have
large 2.bedroom apt. Either $40 or $60 chest of drawers, 292-7862.
mo. Over 21. Sandi, 297-7621.
WANTED 2 FEMALE roommates to share
LARGE 3-ROOM, furnished apt. $115 spacious, modern apt. I block from cammo. includes all utilities. Girls or couple. pus. $45 mo. Call 286.3417.
595 S. 9th. Call 259.1547.
LOST AND FOUND 161

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

’41 CHEVY pick up with camper, rebuilt
52 engine, four speed, good tires, $275.
294-9617.

Saturday, Sunday, Monday-February 25, 26, 27

MUST SELL girls’ dorm contract, Hoover 1 OR 2 MALE roommates for 2 bdrm. at
Hall, Contact Paula Carnasso at 294- Royal Lanai AO. $40 for 1, $30 for 2.
2922.
Own room. 259-8399.
ROOM FOR MEN. Single or double. GIRL WANTED to share spacious I bedQuiet, light, and comfortable. 146 S. room apt. with one other. 751 S. 2nd
*13. Call 286-5670.
14th St. 2136-3025,

LOST: CHECKBOOK with blue cover.
Reward. Vicinity Speech & Drama Bldg.
Call Bob, 251-1913.

GRAN SPORT, ’66 Buick Yellow with
vinyl top, 445. 4 -speed stick, positraction. 15,000 mi. Factory warranty. Excellent shape, must sacrifice. 244.5418 or
294.5707 at night.

LOST: SMALL white cat, 2 black spots
top of head. Phone 286-3595 or 297.4438
or return to 277 S. 4th, Reward.

RED ’65 VOLKSWAGEN. Radio, heater.
Sunroof & very clean. Asking $1450. Call
after 8 p.m. 292-2359.

LOST: SILVER bracelet, approx. 12, Ye"
shield charms from Europe. Sentimental
value. Reward. Call 296.2546 after 6 p.m.

’62 FORD GALAXIE, 2 door hardtop.
V-8, std, transmission, radio & heater.
$975 or best offer. 967-2615.

PERSONALS In
TRIPPED-OUT kick artists, Folk Rock,
Blues Musicians wanted for musical
Methedrine maneuver. 354-1404.

1954 OLDSMOBILE, 2 door hardtop: all
power, radio, heater, new battery, 382 S.
10th, 287-0934,

PENNY

ONE

COUPON

PLUS THIS

IsTaq

286-0218
Palo Alto

.421,0

San Carlos

590 O’Connor

300 El Camino

323-7459

591-3771

SERVICES

HONDA 90, ’66, with I year free insurance, $300. Call 287-0378 after 5 p.m.
’62 VOLVO 8.18 Super Sport. Radio and
heater. Call after 4 p.m. weekdays, 2949718.
1960 FIAT 500, with sunroof & cheese
grater. $185. Call Gory, 295-4516. See at
565 S. 6th St.

FOR SALE 131

U.S. DIVERS’ SCUBA tank and backpack. 2-stage, single hose regulator.
$110. Call 967-2164. Ken,
PORTABLE TYPEWRITER with case, elite,
like new. $40. Call after 6 p.m., 379-0173.
WANTED: HARMONY 1260 Guitar,
under $60. Bill Norell, 293.8866. Call
after 6 p.m.
WOOD SKIS, 185 cm. Excellent cond
with bindings; only used twice. $30 gr
best offer. 286-3629, Lynn.

TYPING. Thesis, term papers. etc.. experienced & fast, Phone 269-8674.
21 Si MARRIED. Liability, property damage 8 uninsured motorist coverage on
auto insurance, $21 for 3 months. Dews
Towle, 244-9600.
OVERWEIGHT? FLABBY? New women’s
exercise classes. 3 per class. 50c 1/2 hour,
75c hour. 294-0585.

464
4.c
"Ir-cgor TO I-CI-L.

QUALITY TYPING done in my home.
Reasonable rates. Call 269-2953.
- 21.4’1" BE TARP)
1...OGIr.:5 TN’ POOR."

AMERICA’S MOST POPULAR DRIVE-IN MENU!
SUPER PENNY SPECIAL!,
The Newest Dessert Sensation -Hot Apple Pie Bars, Crisp, Crunchy Crust
a Hearty Filling of Orchard -Fresh Apples

IWlth

HAMBURGER
Puce beet -U S Govt in
seeded. Topped wth Mounds ed
Pooh grilled onions. a crisp pickle
on a golden ’brown
bun
DOUBLE BURGER

18c

15c

CHIESERURGER
Extratosty treat! A big and luiCY
all beet Henry’s hamburger coy.
wed with a generous quantity of
creamy, melted cheese the per
Sect touch, On a toasted bun Kg c
with Henry’s blended sauce AO
DOUBLE CHEESE

ONLY 25

YOU GET THE SECOND BAR FOR Sc WITHOUT COUPON AMOVEI

45c

FISH DINNER
Terrific Friday .
. any day, 5
golden good, golden brownbreaded
fillets, creamy tartar sauce and
u heap of crisp fresh cis,
O7C
Fmnrh fries

ROT DOGS

on beef hot 00h
smothered in mustard. relish and
raspy onions, topped with c
LOG
tomato wedges
ONION RINGS
0.7101,

11, or,

New . . . nod the perfect mate
to a Henry s Hamburger. Jumbo

breaded onion rings-SO icily good
and crlso! Take out orders. itildk
lb.

59c. I lb. 1109

.

SHRIMP
A boatload of flavor . . . and n
man filling meal. The "Shrimp
Boor by Henry S, crammed with
lumbo tender fan tall shrimp
beautiful,/ breaded and served pip
ins; hot with tangy sauce and a
hp",
Mound of French fried
/ ’7C

potatoes

CHICKEN SNAC
So good, because its Henry si
Carefully seacted, succulent breed
Id chicken .. . S pieces. So set,,
lying; With fries and nippy Ln
ID7C
borberuh mhuce
tt
CHICKEN BASKET
SHAKES
Superbig shakes, Henry’s way’
Luscious, cream y, superthIck.
shakes mode to order. So de
flows. Chocolate or WOW- fir
AOC
berry, vanilla or cherry

SOFT DRINKS
Thirst quenching favorites for every
taste! Choose from the cool re
freshmen, of Or. Pepper. Pepsi,
orange or roof beer. The Ideal way
to finish your meal.- al Henry’s
,Lear,gine,,or King-size
10c -15c

HENRY’S BASKET BURGER
FISH SANDWICH
Full
Lb pure ground beef on a giant sesame bun
with tangy Bar CO sauce, lettuce, fivnatnes and
Golden crispy brown fish on a bed at crisp Whim on
Henrys own De Lune dressing. Served with o Ln
a hearty toasted but Topped with a generous 29
generous portion nf crisp golden French filch W7C
heap of testy tartar sauce
lee
WITH CHEESE
,i111111011110011111111111111101011111001111111iiiim11110 001111iiiiiiiiii00111111111111111111111111111111111111110111r

c

CREW MANAGERS. Part time. Hope
Chest Plan. Salary & commission. Apply:
1060 Willow, Room 3. 286-3193.
CARTOONIST, interested in $$ making
idea. Call Ron L., 297-9754 7-11 p.m. If
nne home, leave number.
PART TIME SALES, some experience. For
Mondays and Sat. Martin Jewelers, 1605
Meridian, 266-6341.
PART TIME sales, commission, with Best.
line Products. Call 264-7389 5.7 p.m.
MATH TUTOR for 8th grader. Student
able to put across new math. Call 2943502 before 10 a.m., after 3 p.m.
COCKTAIL WAITRESSES for new San
Jose nightclub. Must be 21. Contact Mr.
Pinder. 292-2596.
GIRL NEEDED to cook dinner 5 days wk.
fir 6 young man. Pleasant personality,
193.5933, 41$ S. 12th,
HOUSING (51
WORKING GIRL WANTS ROOMMATE. Nice apt. with pool. Cell Liz,
Days 297.1686; Evenings 296-4897.

Send to’ Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San lose
Cala 95114.

Minimum
Three lines
One time

3
4
5
6

lines
lines
linos
lines

-Adel this
amount for
each addi
bona! line

One time

Three times Five times

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

.50

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Lihe)
Do Not Abbreviate
Na refunds possible on canceled ads

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION
O Announcements (1)
0 Automotive (2)
O For Sale 131
O Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
O Lost and Found (6)
O Personals (7)
O Services (8)
O Transportation (9)
Name

ALJ5E HE"

CLASSIFIED RATES

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

HELP WANTED 141
GIRL ENJOYABLE part-time work. Flexible hours. Attractive phone voice. No
selling. Phone 371-3918.

181

RENT A TV. Free delivery, Free Service.
No contract, call Esche’s. 251-2598.

’59 PORSCHE ENGINE, 1600N, $450.
Excellent condition, bolts into VW. Write
14 W. Main #4, Los Gatos.

DESK, very good condition. $35 or best
offer. Call John, 294.0675.

LOST: BLACK CHIHUAHUA, Male.
Reward. Vicinity of I5th & William. Call
Mrs. Oviett, 294-1787,

RENT STEREO phonograph. No contract,
free delivery and service. 251-2598,
Esc he’s.
BABYSITTING DONE for student mother
on regular basis. 52 S. 8th St. Phone 2862919.
EXQUISITE, REASONABLE typing: book
reports, compositions, theses, etc. Done
at home of Miss Carey, 293-4700,
TRANSPORTATION

191

RIDE WANTED from Hayward, Tues. &
Thurs. for 8:30 class. 538-1227 after 6
p.m.
RIDE NEEDED from Sunnyvale-Mountain
ViewLos Altos area to SJS daily for 9:30
classes Call Lynda, 736-4119.

To place an ad:
Call a’
Classified Adv. Office -J206
Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. &
1:15 p.m. -3:45 p.m.

Tuesday & Thursday
10:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m. &
1:15 p.m. -3:45 p.m.

(Please Pi , n1)

For

days.

City

Phone

Address
Enclosed Is $
Start ad on
’IDete)

Send in handy order blank. EACIONS
cash or check. Make check out to
Spartan Daily Classifieds.
Phone 2944414, Est. 2444

